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Child Labor Large
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KINGDOM

Annual Meeting
Notice is hereby given that the Cimarron Cemetery Association will hold its annual meeting
in the News Office, Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock, October 17, for the purpose of transsuch business as may come before the
Is acting
meeting.
Alb. E. Schroeder, Secy.

Oí Labor

In State

Performed By Minors; Few Get
Past The Fifth Grade.
That child labor is at much of a
problem in New Mexico aa in the
congrste d centers of the country it
the assertion made by tboce who
have studied the most recent census figures and also the school statistics of New Mexico. The census bureau finds that in New Mexico there are 2,303 boys between
the ages of 10 to 13, or 16.3 per
cent of the total number, who are
engaged in gainful pursuits. From
14 to 15 there are 2,640 boys thus
engaged and 16 to ao, there are
13,144 or 74 per cent of the total.
Five thousand hoys under 15,
therefore pre out earning their living not counting those who help
their parents on the farm or around
the home. Of the girls there are
390 between the ages of to and 13
earning their own living, 474 between the ages of 14 and 15 and
a, 524 between the ages of 16 ond
ao. These official statistics are remarkable when it is remembered
that the compulsory school law requires all persons between the agra
of 7 nd 14 t) attend school, and
thai the school census includes all
persons between the ages of 5 and
ai. But the statistics grow still
still more alarming when viewed
in the light of the school statistics.
Only one out of every one hundred Spanish-America- n
children
gets beyond the fifth grade in
school, mostly on account of the
plea that the parents are too poor
and that the children must learn to
help earn a living. If New Mexico is to take a creditable place in
industry, progress, wealth, culture
it is up to the legislature to find a
way, especially lor Spanish-America- n
children to secure the same
educational advantages as are accorded the children of English
parents or children in other states.
When one considers that New
Mexico has only 61,083 men be
tween the ages of 31 and 44 in
gainful occupations and 38,349
men over 45 years, or 8,143 women
between the ages of 31 and 44 ard
3, 548 women over 45 years in gainful occupations, then the proportion of children at work earning
their living or helping their parents at home to such an extent as

Chance For
Cheap Fruit

to be deprived of schooling be
com.es greater than in the congested districts of the sweatshop districts of the big cities or the cotton
mills ol the south.

Dr. Richey

Grows Millet

County Treasurer
Resigns When

Following the advice of Fl. M.
Barnes of the agricuUutil depart
ment of the Santa Fe K. R. com
pany, Dr. J. C. Ricbey of Miami,
sowed some broom corn millet also
known as bog millet, as its chief
use is in pork producing. Fifty
pounds of seed was sown and 6540
tbteshed or a ratio of 1 to 130.8.
The acreage is not known, but had
it been 1 Vi the proper amount for
the seed it would have been 53.4.
Although grown in an irrigated
district it received no irrigation.
The special advantages advanced
are; the small amount of water necessary and the short growing season,
months in this case, the
fact that the stalk remains green
while the seed matures making a
seed crop and a hay crop at the
same time, the heavy yield, it
makes a fine chicken feed perhaps
its best use.
For hogs it is sometimes fed by
turning them onto it and "hogging" it down, or may be cut and
fed without threshing, or the seed
may be fed in connection with oth
er grain as feeding alone is not recommended.
It is also fed as a
part ration to sheep and cattle.
The seed is as large as flax and
the head resembles broom corn
and makes a fine appearance.
By further trial it may be established as a profitable crop to raise
here. The reasons set forth why
this feed should be grown more
generally, are such as to convince

Is Now On
The people of this section have
now an opportunity to put in their
winter's supply of apples at a very
low cost. The Charles Springer
ranch is selling apples at the ranch
lor ic per pound and as an induce
ment to the farmers, grain and
feed will be taken in exchange at
the market price. This is an exceptional opportunity for farmers
to put in a good supply of wholesome fruit and undoubtedly they
will take advantage of the same.

By Visitors

The same statistics however, also show the gratifying condition
that New Mexico has few drones.
Of the men between ai and 44
Sunday the S. M. Chase Cattle
years of age 96.5 per cent are encompany pulled off a rodeo of its
gaged in gainful occupations and
own one mile north of town when
of the men over 45 there are 96.6
the annual fall roundup was comper cent.
pleted. About 500 bead of cattle
were rounded up and cut out by a
number of cow hands, and the
scene was witnessed by a large
number of local people who thoroughly enjoyed the roundup to tbc
fullest.

Successfully

Post Girds Increase Thirty Times In
Few Years; Large Volume Is
Published Annually.
Forty-fivyears ago October ist
the world's first postal card was issued by the Austrian postoffice officials at Vienna. The first in the
United States appeared four years
later, after public demand forced
this government concession. The
principal official argument against
the postal card was that sucb open
communication offered an excellent
opportunity for the writer of libel
to exercise bis nefarious work.
e

Appreciated

Devastated

I

By Fire

I A smalt bouse owned by the late
tteo. Barry, caught fire Monday
Homing and was totally destroyed.
The fire department arrived soon
after the alarm was given but the
flames bad made such progress
that all efforts to save any part of
the structure were futile. The
house was occupied by a Mexican
lamily and was partially covered
by insurance.

Congress May
Adjourn This

Jury Disagrees

Week Possibly

F. Taylor
of Curry county resigned his office
Monday after a jury in the district
court bad disagreed as to charges
c( incompetence on which Taylor
was being tried. The jury reported that it was "hung" and a special venire was called.
The county commissioners met at Clovis on
Tuesday to appoint a successor. (
The trial of County Clerk A. L.
Await was to start Monday on
charges of irregularity similar to
those filed against Taylor. Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest
whose office made the investigation which resulted in the trials received word as to the developmept.
Awalt's attorneys hold that the
embezzlement charge is groundless
as the funds in question are in litigation and the defendant is ready
to produce them whenever called
upon.

Administration leaders in congress are making every effort to
wind up the long session by next
Saturday night, with assurances
(rom the president that it will be
unnecessary to return until the
first Monday in December. While
no new legislation is to be permitted, there is no certainty that the
war revenue bill can be completed
within the veek. When it has
passed the senate, a conference
will be necessary, and the prospect is that it will be October ao,
before congress can adjourn.
Republican senators are now inclined not to prolong debate, as
many ot them are anxious to get
into the campaign. Several attacks on the measure already have
been made and others will follow,
the republicans maintaining that
there would have been no necessity for a revenue measure, but for
the alteration of the tariff and extraordinary appropriations. Several of the minority leaders have
declared that they would aid in
bringing about early adjournment
as soon as assurances were given
jl a definite purpose to end the
session without contemplation of
any recess. Such is now the administrative program.

County Treasurer

J.

the most skeptical that it is a paying proposition for the farmer and
rancher who has live stock to feed
for marketing purposes, and it is
believed that, now that it has been
thoroughly tested, it will be grown
on a larger scale in this section
next year.

First Snow
Of Season

Here Tuesday
From present climateological appearances this particular section is
destined to receive a large amount
of snow the coming winter, and if
the amount of precipitation during
the summer is an indication there
will be no shortage of white velvet
coats to cover mother earth ritb a
soft blanl et. The first snow of the
season was witnessed in this vicinity Tuesday coming from the
east. It is currently reported that
the plains country had a good
fall of snow at the same time.
While large quantities ?! snow
cause cattle to suffer more during
cold weather, stockmen do not look
upon this as such a hardship as
when the range has no feed, which
is the result ofva shortage of snow.

$3,000,000 Are
Invested In Autos

lead.
Today the postal card is universal. In the United States nearly 1,000,000,000 government postal cards, enough tn supply every
man, woman and child in the country with 10 apiece, are issued annually. Expressed in another way,
it means that the American people
are spending yearly about
to carry on tbeir correspondence by means of postal
cards. In the 40 years that postal
cards have circulated throughout
the United States their number has
increased nearly 30 times the record for the first year of tbeir introduction in the United States, in
1873, being about 31,000,000.
Each year witnessed a gradual
increase in their popularity until
the demand grew too great for the
private print shops that formerly
printed the cards under the contract, and the public printing office
at Washington took over the task.
Today two great rotary presses,
each capable of printing, cutting
and distributing the postal cards
into packages of 35; each package
bound with a paper band, are turning them out at a maximum rate of
4,000,0000 every working day of
eight hours. It is claimed that the
picture postcard was born of the
n
war, the first card
making its appearance in 1870 in
the town of Madgeburge, in Germany.
In the last decade the souvenir card bad not yet been made,
although Germany recently reported that in that country alone more
than 1,300,000,000 were published
during one. year.
Franco-Germa-

In Sunshine State
By the end of the year, New
Mexico will have more than 3,000
registered automobiles, or almost
one for every 100 inhabitants. This
is an increase of 50 per cent over
last year, which speaks well for
the prosperity of the past twelvt
months in the state, as these 3,000
automobiles represent an investment of Í 3, 000,000 or
of the total taxable valuation of the

20,000 Head
To Ship
This Year

one-tbirtie- tb

state, and an annual outlay of at
least a million dollars for gasoline,
repairs and equipment.
The Fords lead, ot course in the
make of Automobiles, for of the
3,979 cars registered up to October
to by the secretary of state 806 are
Fords, or practically one out of
every three cars in New Mexico is
a Ford. Next in popularity is the
Buick with 418 cars registered, or
one in every seven cars in New
Mexico is a Buick. The Stude-bajiis third with S78 cars, then
the Overland with a 16, the Cadillac tad, Reo 90, Chalmers 59, E.
M. F. 58, Hupmobile 56, Velie 44,
Maxvell 41, Hudson 40, Flanders
36, Abbott-Detro34, Cartercar
3a, Metz, Hayc.es, Regal 30 each;
the other makes having each from
ooe to ao cars registered with the
secretary of state. ',
it

TTT

Official opposition met with popular clamor in other countries and
various were the methods to force
governments to follow Austria's

$to,-000,0-

er

i

COLFAX"

Years Ago
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Small House

Roundup
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Post Card Introduced

Item In New Mexico
Big Percentage

NO. 41

That Cimarron will maintain its
record as a great cattle shipping
center will undoubtedly again come
true this fall when the shipping
will have been completed.
It is
conservatively estimated that more
than twenty thousand bead will be
n
shipped from here before the
closes, which is but another evidence of the vastness of the
cattle industry and the skill with
which it is carried on in this secsea-seaso-

tion.
The shipping season of last year
and those past, showed that more
cattle is shipped from Cimarron
than from any other place in the
northern part of the state.
Placing a net value of 30 oa
evary bead that is shipped, which
is a conservative eatimate, local
cattle men will be enriched nearly
one million dollars this year as the
fruits of their labors.

CTMA&RON MEWS.

nrs and nine mgcMnc guns.
Fighting rin a larger scale soon will
be resumed, and It will then be de
rlnVd whether the Germans are to Invade Russia in thW region or the
are to ovntrun Prussia.
Austrians Advancing.
in Southwestern Poland the Austro
German armies have advanced along
both banks of the Vistula river, with
the object of compelling the Russians
to evacuate pan of Galicia, and, according to their reports, have defeated them, capturing 4,800 prisoners
The Russians reply that they si
lowed the enemy to advance as far as
the Opatow Sandomlr front in order to
force them to abandon their strongly
Intrenched position near Kielce and
accept battle In the open country.
Since this battle nothing has come
through concerning the movements of
the two armies.
The advance of the Russians into
Hungary has aroused intense feeling
In Rumania, with respect to Transyl
vanla, and a section of that country
Is advocating that Rumania Join the
Allies, so that with the end of the w ar.
should victory rest with the Allies,
Rumania may fall heir to that part
empire.
of the
Say Russians Are Stopped.
Berlin. In the eastern battlefield
German and Austrian forces have completely stopped the Husslan offensive,
Conjuncinflicting enormous losses
tion of Austrian and Oerman armies
at Ivangonul has greatly endangered
the Russian center by a flankltiu

of Ureal Conflict Whirls Back Into Little
mid Wrecks What Hnnuiiis (jernnins
itiid Allied Armies (Do Northward Capture of Antwerp

Ioim
K

in-(h-

Ittis-ian-

uii

o

hi

SLAVS STOPPED
Defeated Germans at Nieman
But Were Halted and Whipped by Austrians at
Kielce. Galicia.

fighting

continues at Roys.
FU tni again has been subjected to a
short bombardment.
From the north of Alsne, where two
forward movements by the Anglo
French troops have been mentioned
within the last few days, the Germans
seem to have withdrawn some of their
men, probably to strengthen their extreme right, around which the Allies
have been trying to work ever since
the battle begnn. nearly four weeks
ago.

-

Antwerp for New Line.
The unexpected fierceness of the
Oerman attack on Antwerp, which. It
NéVd

DROP AERO BOMBS

Is

reiorted,

Is conducted

by five army

corps. Is giving rise to the opinion
Twenty Killed in Besieged Antwerp among
the higher military officers
y Airship Practice
Three Hurt
that Germany intenda to establish a
In Parle Capital Moved
second line of defense running from
Antwerp to Brussels, Namur and Metz,
to Oatend.
upon which It will be possible to retreat in case the German army has to
retire from Its position along the
(Summary oj Events.)
Kiver Alsne In France.
The long extension of the battle
In Northwestern France on the
Allies' left wing, th main posi- line, which now has gone beyond the
rivers, Scarpe. Somme. Olse and
tions of the contending forces now four
Alsne, was Inlated by the Allies In
reach within ten or fifteen miles an endeavor to And a solution of the
of the ltelgiau border, while be- problem
of ousting the Cermans from
yond those points masses of cav- their strong position In Northeastern
alry continue the struggle over France. In these positions the Gerih'frontier line and into Bel- mans had been besieged nearly a
gium. Along the greater part of month, since the conclusion of the
the front, however, the antagon- bloody battle of the Mame, a frontal
ists seem content to watch eScn attack being considered Inexpedient
other without attempting any by the Allies.
Airships Constantly Over City.
dtrfiiiitc movements.
Ghent. Belgium. Oerman air craft
Belgium la Desperate.
While the Immense armies of the are constantly Covering over Antwerp
belligerent powers of Kurope are en- and the bombardment of the city from
A score or
gaged in a death grapple along lines the air la contiuuous.
hundreds of miles In extent, the in- more of fires have been started by
trepid little army of Relglum Is mak- tl.esc aerial bombs, many of which are
ing a last stand behind the forts of filled with petrol which ignites when
Antwerp, one of the strongest fortified the fulminate is set off by contact.
Twenty persons have been killed by
positions In the world.
For the moment, at least, the strug- airship bombs. The Antwerp fire degle around the chief port of Belgium partment, manned by volunteers, has
been in continuous service for two
attracts the most attention, for the days.
Some part of the city la burnreault of the engagement there must
have a considerable effect on the ing always.
Drops Two Bombs in Paris.
larger battle between the
Paris. A German aeroplane flying
and German forces, which now
extends from the Swiss frontier across over Paris and the suburbs of Auber-villier- s
and St. Dennis, at 9 o'clock
France, almost to the North sea.
dropped two bombs,
morning,
in
the
Much
Encouraged.
French
wounded
three persons.
one
which
of
Qennan
The strong
no
did
The
harm.
other
which appeared on the
Capital Now at Ostend.
frontier In the region of Lille,
Washington. An official cablegram
according to a late report, have made
no progress in any point, and at cer- to the Belgian legation here antain points the Germans have moved nounced that the UelsV?. government
back, particularly to the north of Ar- had been rem. veil from Antwerp to
ras, where the fighting Is developing Ostend.
Eastern Battle Line Long.
under conditions favorable to the
Allies
The big battle line between the comarmies and the
The cavalry are fighting even fur- bined Austro-Germáther north than this and the French legions of Russia extends from the
communication says operations have Gallclan frontier, near Tarnow, north
developed almost to the North sea. to the Bast Prussian border. Another
Around Roye, where the Germans cap- Russian force Ib besieging I'rzemysl,
tured important heights from the In Galicia, and still another Is InvadFrench last week, the French have ing Hungary. On the Eaat Prusalan
regained some of the positions.
frontier the fighting appears to have
come to a standstill for the present.
Nearer and Nearer to Antwerp.
The present front Is within about The Russians have driven the Gersixty-eigh- t
miles of Antwerp, where mans back, after their advance to the
the Belgians have offered such heroic Niemen river, found, on getting to the
resistance to the bombardment of the German border, that
heavy German artillery. Further down had been brought from Koenigsberg
toward the center of the line the se- and their further progress was arrest

'

movement.

Anglo-Frenc-

Itel-gla-

n

-

SCENE

IN

DINANT

Austrians Winning Now.
It Is offlciallv announced
from Huszt, Mermaros county, Hun
gary, that Austrian forces have been
heavily engaged with Russians since
Monday, at 4 place near Tacsoe, telegraphs the Amsterdam correspondent
of the Reuter Telegram Company. The
The battle came
Russians retreated
to an end near Koerosaalva, with complete victory for the Austrians.
Japs Dominate Tsing Tsu.
Peking. The Japanese have mounted siege guns on Prince Henry mountain, which entirely dominates all
three of the Tslng Tau forts, according to advices reaching Peking. These
forts are named Bismarck, Moltke and
litis and are three or four mlleH
from the mountain. The attack on
Talng Tau may bsgln any day. Prior
to It a demand for surrender will be
IXMidon.

i

made.

Forts.
Japanese continued
their bombardment of the Kiao Chow
fortifications and are reported here to
be In possession of the outer chain
of the Tsing Tao fortifications. The
with the
fleet continues to
land forces and according to a statement by the Japanese legation, three
of the harbor forts have been demolDestroy 3
Peking. The

Tslng-Ta- o

ished.

British Submarine at Work.
of the Brlt
London. Submarine
lsh navy under command of Lieutenant Commander Max K Horton made
another raid into German waters off
the mouth of the River Ems and
in sinking a German torpedo
boat destroyer. This same submav
rine under the same commander made
a similar dash and sank the German
cruiser Hela off Helgoland on SepB5-- 9

tember

DASH FORWARD

13.

Raid Dusseldorf Again.
Berlin. The official communication
given out by the German general staff
says: "The airship hall of Dusseldorf
has been hit by a bomb thrown by a
hostile aviator. The roof of the hall
was pierced and the cover of an airship in the hall was demolished."

AFTER ITS DESTRUCTION

CONQUERORS

OF ANTWERP NOW
SWEEP ACROSS BELGIUM TO
CRUSH DEFENDERS ON
FRENCH FRONTIER.

INDIANS AND VILLA SOLDIERS
MAKE NIGHT ATTACK ON AGUA
PRIETA GARRISON.

TAKES OVER TRAMWAYS
BIG

BATTLE

AT

R

ni n

ping enables us to offer
20 Fatima Cigarettes for IS
cents.
'Distinctively Individual"

HOPEFUL
REPORTS FOR PEACE
RECEIVED AT WASHINGTON
FROM CONVENTION.
Weetern Nrwepaper Coton New. Service.

Naco, Arli. The Ninth and Tenth
United States cavalry, under Col. C.
Oct. 13. The Kaiser Is A. P. Hatfield, were lined up along
hurling great massss of cavalry the international boundary Monday to
against the line of the allies In the prevent Villa and Carransa factious
neighborhood of Lille near the Bel- from again bringing their warfare onto
gian border and a critical battle Is In American foil.
This follows the second appeal to
progress at that point It Is the evident Intention of the Germans to break President Wilson for protection of the
through the allies' line and prevent a town against stray bullets and shells,
conjunction of the French and English which, for ten days, have fallen here
with the Belgians and British marines instead of In the Mexican campa.
Sheriff Harry Wheeler asked Governor
who escaped from Antwerp.
The flanking movement of the allies limit tn request withdrawal of the fedcontinues and desperate efforts are be- eral troops. He offered to gather 500
ing made to circle the German left and cowboys who would "protect the town
Join the defeated army at Ostend without discussing technicalities."
Should the Germans succeed In their
A
Douglas, Arir
second attack on
attack on Lille It will compel the
troops In the extreme west to discon- Agua Prieta, Sonora, and Its Carransa
tinue this movement and go to the garrison, was made by Yaqul Indians,
support of the defenders there. Mean- who were repulsed and two columns
while the Oerman army which cap- of Maytorena forces from Naco. The
tured Antwerp Is being hurried across entrenched garrison successfully reBelgium to the support of the Kaiser's sisted the assaults.
The Narozart railroad has been cut
lines along the frontier The number
available because of the reduction of by the defenders to prevent the rapid
the Belgian metropolis Ib estimated at collection of scattered scouting parties
of the Villa forces.
between 300,000 and 500,000 men.
Governor Maytorena's object in beIt la asserted that the Germans have
sieging Agua Prieta, requiring him to
entered Ghent.
The finger of the censor having weaken his Naco attacking force to do
twisted the tourniquet on all direct so. Is said to be his necessity for a
sources of news from Belgium, just be.Be of supplies nearer Naco than
now perhaps the most potentially Imhis present source.
portant scene of the fighting in the
During the attack bullets from both
great war, the British people w ere sides fell here, and the Inhabitants
forced to content themselves with the fled to the center of town for safety.
official communication from Paris, and
Mexico City. The government took
even a close analysis of this showed provisional possession of the Mexico
no marked change in the situation fa- Tramways Company lines.
voring either side.
Hopeful
Washington.
reports
The British and Belgian troops who reached Washington of the progress
retired from Antwerp before the Oer-ma- of the first day's work of the military
occupation, with the exception of
convention at Aguas Callentes to dethose who are now Interned on Dutch termine the personnel of the future
Boll as a result of having crossed the
government of Mexico. Not only are
border, have been swallowed as comCarransa and Villa representpletely as If they had been burled un- Generals
ed, but General Zapata has sent three
der the ruined forts. For military rea- delegates,
sons their position and the area of hos- accepted. whose credentials have been
tilities in Belgium must remain obscure until the turn of events bring
JUDGE LANDIS SUED.
them sharply to the fore again, as was FEDERAL
the case when after the fall of Ant- Damages of $25,000 Asked as Result
werp the British public learned for the
of Contempt Decision.
first time that British forces had asChicago
Suit for $26,000 damages
sisted the garrison.
Optimistic, as always, the British filed against United 8tates Judge
press, besides contending that Ant- KeneHsw M. Laudls, It became known,
werp Is of no importance to Germany la the result of thirty days spent in
as a naval base, finds solace In the jail by Frank Blacklidge on a conargument that the release of the alliad tempt charge preferred by the federal
troops there more then counterbal- judge.
If the suit is pressed to trial it
ances the troops which Germany will
will be the first time In local history.
send from that point Into France.
Colonel Frederick M. Maude, a re- It is said, that a United States judge
tired army officer and author of sev- was sued for damages as a result of
eral standard military books, writing one of his decisions.
Blacklidge became Involved In a
in the Evening Standard, says:
I
"This morning .finds the Belgians, bankruptcy suit and Judge Landls ac
Blacklidge
s
of the British contin cused him of perjury.
with
gent, perfectly ready to renew the bases his claim for damages on alleged
fight, with their supplies and rein- Impairment of his health due to his
forcements from over sea amply safe- Stay in Jail, loss of his position and
guarded. After deducting the neces- fZ,40G which, it Is alleged, was insary garrison for Antwerp, losses, etc., volved in the bankruptcy proceedings.
It Is exceedingly Improbable that the
Denver. A verdict of first degree
Germans have more than 60,000 men
to follow them, which gives ub a clear murder, fixing the penalty at life Imgain of 40,000 to our left wing, with- prisonment, was rendered against Mis,
out counting the reinforcements which Ida F. Mercer for the killing of her
Carl Gregerson, on May 2.
we shall pick up on the way."
The official communication from
Paris indicated that this left wing U PAY $172,417,546 FOR PENSION8.
stretching dally and nightly further Summit In Expenditures Hss Been
west and north, and will soon reach
Reached, Says Commissioner.
the coast If the opposing sides conWashington. Uncle Sam paid out a
tinue throwing out cavalry in an en- total of $172,417,546 In pensions in the
deavor to outflank or break through.
fiscal year ended June 30 last, accordThe allies make no claim to victory ing to Commissioner of Pensions Baits
In the afternoon statement, which gaber In his annual report. That comopuns with the remark that these cav- pares with $174,171,060 in 1913. which
alry operations continue as far north was the largest amount ever paid.
and west as Haxebrouck, a point hard- The commissioner points out, howly more than a good day's walk from ever, that the summit In expenditures
Calais When the allies claimed yes- has been reached and a decrease In
terday that they had driven the Ger- the amount may be expected to conmans from Aire, London learned for tinue. The grand total of expendithe first time that the Oermans had tures for pensions from 1866 up to
made substantial progress west from and including 1914 was 14,633,611.96.
Armentleres, which they reached last
The total number of pensioners of
week. Presumably the allies still hold all classes on the rolls are 758,529,
the ground they claim to have re- again.-- 820.272 In 1913. The number
gained, but the Germans are throwing of Civil War pensioners was 728,129.
more men westward and are putting compared with 762,439 In 1913. The
up a hard fight. The communication largest number ever on the rolls was
does not make plain which fide holds In 1902, when there were 999,466.
the town nearest the coast.
Nowhere along the battle line do the Supreme Court Begins Year's Work.
Washington. The Supreme Court
allies say they have made any
except In the center, on the convened according to law for its
.
work, with 052 cases ready for conright bank of the Alsne, below
At two other points, notably sideration, or $5 lens than last year.
between Arras and the Olsé and on
the right In Vosges, It is stated the
Carnegie Would Talk Peace.
German attacks have been repulsed.
Washington. It Is reported here
that Andrew Carnegie, millionaire
Slavs Routed at Prxemysl.
teel king and peace advocate, is
The Austrian army, so seeking
London
a private Interview with
often reported demoralised In dis- Count von Bernstortf, Oerman ambaspatches from Petrograd, has turned.
attack, on the Russians, sador, in New York. It is believed
In a tlger-ltkcompelled
the abandonment of the object of the proposed Interview
and baa
the siege of Prsemysl. Many Russians la a peace discussion. Von Bernstorff
have been captured, aad the rest are la In New York. Authorities here
fleeing, with Austrians and Germans ware Inclined to think the meeting
1
hot pursuit, according to Berlin re would take piaoe, but none would van
ports
tura an opinion as to its success.

N.iH.Tl
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inexpensive, sensible wrap

LILLE

AUSTRIAN TROOPS TURN IN
LIKE ATTACK AFTKR DEFEATS AND PURSUE MUSCOVITE INVADERS.
Wo.t.rn

to-bac- co

to make good
TO GUARD BORDER cigarettes, and good to-

s

Austro-Hungarle-

-

FT requires good

IU. TRAINS GUNS

GERMAN HOSTS

BELGIUM ONE BATTLEFIELD

Nw Service

No-gale-

five-sixth-

A

B00D COMPLEXION
UtE

8UAMITEED.

ZONA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, yon will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will. exchange for ;oc in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, joe
ZONA

COMMIT.

WICHITA, KANSAS

BROOM CORN
HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITS US.

Coyne
Brothers
un w. South water sts.. ohicaoo
AgSAYEff AND

HOWARD E. BURTON
CHEMIST
Specimen prices: Gold, Silver. Lead, II Gold,
Bluer, Tic ; Gold, Me ; Zinc or Copper, It. Walling
eneelopee and full price Hat seat on application
:

Silver "blonaoin" Stick Pins (pure llTer),pr1ce
KM. Lend.llle. Colo. tier. Carboiiaie Nat. Bank.

.
Dangers to the
Louis Bell, the electrical Illuminating expert, and Dr. F. H.
an eye specialist, have published
In Science their opinion that the alleged dangers to the eye from ultraviolet radiation of sunlight and various artificial lights amount to nothing
at all They admit that there have
been many "sensational attacks" upon
modern Ulumlnanti as dangerous by
reason of Injurious effects of ultraviolet or actinic rays, but these have
"entirely neglected any quantitative
relation between the radiation and Its
supposed pathological effects." Very
little of these rays can penetrate the
cornea, and the crystalline lens cuts
off completely those that straggle
through toward the retina. Protective
glasses are useful only, they conclude.
In cutting off dasxling lights and undue heat.
Eye-Mr-

Ver-hoef- f,

Przemyel.
to a Pittsburgh
contemporary, educated tn a place
where the smelting of races la going
on. for the proper pronunciation of
that Gallclan stronghold. It la to hold
a "p" between your teeth while pronouncing "zhem," and at the psychological moment hook a "p" In the

are Indebted

We

outer hook of the "." Thus
A cinch. Syracuse

"Pihem-ls-1.-

How some people delight tn pouring
Ice water on your enthusiasm!
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prog-gres-

as appeared after the Germana had shelled it. The bul Idlng on the left was a large hotel and,
Part
Oka all the other structures In the city was destroyed. Near the bridge are seen some Oerman soldiers fishing
Prepare to Trsde Prisoners.
Most of the
of the Oerman trenches
THREE FRENCH SOLDIERS
Paris. The government Is assemb
Herman soldiers were away to get
PUT GERMANS TO FLIGHT their dinners and the officers were ling exact information regarding the
some distance back of the guns The Identity of seventy thousand Oerman
three Frenchmen sprang into the prisoners now In French hands with
trenches and turned the guns on the the object of exchanging this data
The story of how three unsuspecting Germans, who fled, com- with the Oerman authorities for simBordeaux
r'rench soldiers captured two German municating the panic to two companies. ilar facts regarding French prisoners.
nui-flrers and put to flight tao com- French artillerymen who had been
The French ministry of war has Ispanies of Oerman Infantry la related watching the proceedings then opened sued regulations under which money
In a letter sent home by the captain fire and exterminated the Germane
may be aent from France to French
or a company of Infantry which Is
The same night the two corporals prisoners In Germany and also from
fighting on the Alsne
were made second lieutenants and the Germany to Oerman prisoners ta
Two corporals and a private, la re soldier was made a sergeant major as France, through the Swiss postal
eonnoitertng. crawled within ten yards a reward for their daring
of Dl riant

It

Sols-sons-

e

"

.

Breakfasts
of "Other Days"
ran something bite this :

Ham. bacon
fried

coffee

or

sausage:

doughnuts

potatoes;

prepaied by

ana
over-

worked mother.

Today's and
Tomorrow's
Breakfasts
ran about like this:

Post
Toasties
with cream or frniti; a
poached egg or two; crisp
toast; and a cup of Poatum
a royal starter for any day.

Quick, easy to serve,

ap-

petizing, and

"Mother" has

easier

I

old by Grocers.

CIMARRON NEWS
FINE

BATTLE OF SOISSONS AS SEEN

A BIG CORN CROP

BY WRITER ON FIRING LINE
By JOHN

ly bad

A8HTON.

we arrived In front of tha
gatea when German shells began
screeching over our heads. Wa
scarcely knew where to go for safety.
A fearful crash on our right just behind the hospital showed that tbe
range waa getting nearer. Soma
of our
party naturally
became
alarmed. Then we all crouched down
behind our autos as another abell
whistled close to us and dropped in a
garden. Two of the spent pieces actually fell at our feet and a few second afterwards another spent piece of
shell, still hot, struck one of our
party on the leg.
1 will
recount what I hate
It waa evident that we were In
during the last few days:
Leaving Meaux, we made our way great danger Some one said, "stand
through Varennea and Uty, the scene by the cara."
It waa a good Job we did not take
of fierce fighting during the battle of
the Marne, tome details of which I this advice: but we might have done
It if at that moment a woman at the
gave In my first letter. All the
haie now been Interred and the door of the village wine shop across
wounded removed from the icvcral the street had not shouted: "Come
daeerted villages through which we Inalde, for God's sake!"
Flee into a Cellar.
passed.
We did not need twice asktng.
Find Wracked German Plane.
Hardly had we got acroas the thresh
I efore arriving at lieerte Mllon we
old when a tremendous noise like a
can.e across a German aeroplane million
which had been brought, down uy the same rawhide whips cracking at tho
moment, followed by the noiae
The English flying squad of
Rritlah
falling
masonry, showed that we
In
the
work
have beeu doing graud
were in for
lr not only as aconto but In attacking Everybody a regular bombardmeut.
rushed for tha cellar.
hostile- air craft. It Is reported that
As soon aa the dust and amoke had
no less than seventeen Oerman aviacleared away
tors have fallen victims to the Eng- steps to look someone crept up the
out and returned saymen.
flying
lish
ing one of the turrets on each aide of
On approaching Villers Cotterets. in the
entrance 'gates to the castle had
the rv.lddle of the forest of that name, been completely
demolished by the
we came across several military autolast
And still they came, and
mobiles, lying by the side of the route, there shell.
we
looking Into each
which the Germana had abandoned In other's eyes,huddled
well aa the dim light
their hurried flight to the north. Two would admit, as
in that little wine cellar
f theae were marked "Feld Poet" with Its
solid vaulted roof that we
(field r military post). A little farprayed might
ther on we encountered six large Ger- the house be not give I way should
struck.
shall never
man motor trucks which had eviforget
time spent In (hat cellar.
dently beeD destroyed by the Ger- There the
of ua. Inmans; everything was burnt up ex- cluding were twenty-threabout
seven
women
of the
wagons
These
work
Iron
cept the
village and a little boy.
We were
bad been left In the road to delay
there from 10: SO a, m. until a little
pursuit, but the French had over- after noon,
ahells dropping all
turned them Into the ditch on eacb around us. with
One dropped five yarda
aide of the road.
from tbe door, the shock breaking
Meet German Prisoners.
every pane of glass In the house and
at
It waa dark when we arrived
making an enormous hole In the road.
Hefore we had time Another shell
struck the ground about
:
to get out of our auto i heard a cry
twelve feet In front of our cars. Just
"Voile les Allemands!" (here come grazing and mashing a portion of
the Germans!) and. Indeed, a moving the village cress.
gray mass soon came lato sight, surEverything has an end, and we
rounded by a cavalry escort. There could hear the shells bursting farther
were about 100 of them, prlsonera, and farther away. Still It was deemed
marching In the cold rain. Many of prudent to lie low for a bit
them wore Red Cross arm bands, and
Eat as Sheila Scream.
1 noticed a few
officers among the
After a time one of the villagers
sour
waa
expreaslonn
Their
bunch.
went out at a rear door and brought
and aullen, but considering their pri- back a big dish of fried chipped pophysvations, they looked fit enough
tatoes and bread, so that with the
ically.
wine in the cellar we made a hearty
These were men that had got lost lunch under the circumstances. We
in the forest and failed to catch up were very hungry, as we had eaten
with their columns. Many prisoners nothing alnce the previous evening.
are taken In a similar way on both
When It was safe to get out we
Sometimes they come strag- found that tbe shell that dropped near
aides.
gling In half starved to death.
the cars had burst two tires on the
Paae Night In a Chateau.
car I rode in, had smashed all three
chatan
old
night
in
We paaaed the
of the wind shields, and filled the car
eau. The town was full of troops, bodies and covers full of holes. The
and the hotels packed with officera, cara looked as if they had been pepso we were very lucky to get under pered with machine guns.
Luckily
cover at all. A few days previously tbe engines were not damaged In tbe
the Germana had occupied the town, least.
the staff having made their headquarThe Germans, being deeply inters at this same chateau. The chamtrenched In old chalk quarries, a sort
ber maid left in charge of the bouse of natural fortreaa In the hillsides
(the owner and bis wife having fled) overlooking Solssons, continued to
told us that the Germans had taken reply to the numerous French guns
away some valuable Gobelin tapea-triea- ; with impunity and occasionally to
the smaller tapestries had been bombard Solssons and Vauxbuin
Up
left They had also taken away some to the time of my leaving this same
many
sliver plate, but had left behind
thing bad been going on for over a
pieces of considerable value.
week.
We slept on the floor In the
Solssons Is in a pitiable statu. The
In a separate building, one of Germans have uot spared Its old cathe lineal private libraries have ever thedral with Its two Gothic splrea.
aeen. containing several thousand
From the rear of the hospital at
A very elegant secretaire In
Vauxbuin we had a fine view of this
the library bad beeu forced up, the grand old landmark. One of the
contenta ransacked, and the top steeples is broken off about half way.
wrenched off and thrown on the floor. and tbe other has a big bole In tbe
1 had nothing to cover me with, and
side, plainly seen three miles off.
aa it waa cold I slept very little.
I
passed about four days here.
We t'OuM bear the guns booming
The artillery filing was terrific from
the greater part of the night.
morning to night. The battle ranges
Approach the Firing Line.
over an enormously extended front.
wounded
saw some shockingly
Starting out early in the direction
men while at Vauxbuin.
The olght
of belísona. ve came upon the Thirteenth regiment of French artillery, before I left five men were brought 1c
at but five mites from tbe latter town. with fearful Injuries la different parts
W'm could hardly believe we were so
of the body. A German shell had
eight artillerymen
eloae to the firing line, but there they dropped among
serving one of the French guns. The
were, twelve guns (known as the Seventy-five),
pounding away across the other three men were killed on tbe
valley to where the Germans were In- spot. This la Just an Incident among
hundreds that are happening every day.
trenched.
passed through,
At one village
We slopped our auto at a respectable distance and approached the bat- where the Germans had left MO
teries on foot. Tbe ammunition wag- wounded, most of whom were brought
ons and extra horses and men were in under cover two days after the
all drawn up silent and motionless battle by tbe French, the doctors
behind a hedge a short distance from asked me, Implored me, to try and get
the guns. There waa no danger then, some milk for the wounded. Nearly
aa tha Germans were replying only to all tha cattle have been driven out
other Frenen batteries lower down the of the count i to safer placea or have
been requisitioned either by the Gervalley.
Many
Very soon the men not busy at the man or the French forcea.
guns began to aurround us, begging Uvea are loac on both aides through
tobacco and cigarettes. It Is an aw- exposure and lack of attention after
Cases of gangrene
ful thing for theae poor soldiers to be being wounded.
deprived of the comforting weed. ( and tetanus are not Infrequent. Tha
saw a great deal of this later, on the doctora and nursea are doing heroin
work, but it often happens that they
field and at hospitals.
We had Intended to go directly Into are very much overciowded before
Solssons by tbs main road, but tbe they have a chanca to remove those
French officers dissuaded us, saying wounded who are able to be sent to
that the Germans would certainly other hospitals. At Vauxbuin the hosshell our autos. So we went by an- pital was crowded. There were 400
other route, to go by Vauxbuin, a people there, and the house had only
village lying In the bottom of the valaccommodations for 100.
f
ley, two and
miles from
Solssons.
Huge Jewish Army.
Under German Shell Fire.
Petrograd. A quarter of a million
We stopped at an ancient, pictur- .Tews are with ihe Russian forcea.
esque chateau, turned into a hospital, This la the largest Jewish army ever
to inquire about tie wounded. Hard gathered alnce tha fall of Jerusalem.

Correspondent of the Chleaflo
Tribune.
Parla. 1 have Just returned to
Parii to rest up a da; or two and get
a few necessaries after a week at the
front of the left wing of the allied
armies who are facing General von
Kluck'a army.
Faitber to the east In a line extending from Helms to near Verdun
the French ara holding their ground
against a fleree onslaught of tha German
under the-- prince of Wurtara-bur-

OCTOBER ESTIMATES INDICATES
AN INCREASE OF 78,000,000
BUSHELS.

dfMCla:

Oar-ma-

g

d

Oata Crop Shows Gain

21,000,000

of

Buwhels, Applaa 10.000,000 and

tatoes

11,000,000

Po-

Bushels Other

Crops Make Gain.

n

VYaalarn Nawavapar

t'nlon Nawa Sarvlca
Greater corn crop
proapeote by 78,00n,00O buahels
and
great Improvement in tobacco, ln-- i
reaslng the prospects of that crop
over tho forecast in September by
92,000,000 pounds, were the features of
th Department of Agriculture's October crop report.
An Increaae of 11.000,000 bushels In
Hie potato crop, 21,000,000 bushels In
the oats crop and 10,000,000 bushels
In I he apple crop
also were

Washington.

fore-caate-

dr-a-

-

e

Vlllera-Cotteret-

1

vol-ur- n

1

I

one-hal-

Spring wheat showed a alight
being 4.0(10.000 bushelR under
the September forecast, yet the combined crop of winter wheat and spring
wheat makes this year's harvest of
that grain a record one.
Tbe estimate follows:
DO
Spring wh
bushels
All wheat.
ushels.
Corn, '4.676.000,000 bushels.
Oata, 1,137.000.000 bushels.
Barley. 197.000,000 bushels.
Buckwheat, 17,000,000 bushels.

White potatoes.
Sweet potatoes,

383,000.000 bushels
,r5.000,000 bushels.

Other details announced were:
Spring wheat. Indicated acre yield,

lt.l

buahela.
per cent;
72.9
Corn Condltlou,
yield, 25.S bushels.
Oats Yield, 29.6 buahela.
Barley Yield, 26.1 bushels.
!3.3
pai
Buckwheat Condition.
cent; yield, 21.3 bushels.
White Potatoes Condition, 78 per
cant; yield, 103.3 bushels.
Sweet Potatoes Condition, 80.7 par
cent; yield, 94 busbela.
Tobacco Condition, 81.8 per cent;
yield, 821.3 pounds.
per cent;
77.4
Flax Condition,
Rice
14.6

8.7

bushels.

Condition,

88

IS

PINEAPPLE

Healthful,

Delicious, and Not Ex.
pensive, It la Deserving of Much
Wider Recognition.

For pineapple mousse, make a sirup
with one cupfirl of sugar and quarter
of a cupful of water; add gradual!
tho yolks of four egg, stiffly beaten,
booting all the while.
Cook In a
double boiler until the custard begins
to thicken, then strain and cool, stirring occasionally.
Pat two cupfuls
of shredded pineapple through a sieve
and add to the costard; lastly, fold
la two cupfuls of cream, stiffly
whipped
pack in Ice and salL and
let rtand several hours to harden.
Another dessert for hot weather la
pineapple
a
Dissolve
charlotte:
tabiespoonful of powdered gelatin In
two cupfuls of boiling water: add the
Juice of a lemon, a large orange, two
taSlosix)ouruls of sugar and a little
grated rind of the orange. 8t.tr over
tho tire until the sugar Is well dissolved
Strain over a cupful of shred-depineapple: pour tho mixture Into
a dish which has boon lined with
ladjrfinpe,
and set In the refrigerator to Uurdxr. Serve with whipped
cream
Pineapple cream also calls for gelatin and la a dessert specially good in
hot weather. To make this, dissolve
two teaapoonfuls of powdered gelatin
111
a cupful of boiling water. Add a
cupful of sugar, two cupfuls of cooked
shredili-pineapple, and two
each of chopped candled
orange, lemon peel and cherries
Whip two cupfula of cream until stiff
and fold Into tbe pineapple mixture;
pour Into a mold, and put In the re
frigerator to harden. Serve with
whipped cream and decorate wltb candied cherries and pieces of pineapple.
table-spoonfu-

Tobacco, 954,000,000 pounds
Flax, 17,000,000 bushels.
Rice, 24.000,000 bushels.

yield,

FRUIT

per cent yield.

bushels.

CONCERNING CHANGE

IN

DIET

Moat Eater Must Go Somewhat Slow
When He Becomes Convert to

Vegetarianism.
Many people are deciding to Join
tho ranks of the vegetarians, for a
time at least, but this should be done
wltb the greatest care and thought.
It "will be a step taken with extreme
danger unless tbe food values are
considered, and those who cannot
give time to study them had better
keep to the fleshpots. even If in a
limited way.
Tho meat eater cannot take up the
now diet at will, aa the blood has to
bo kepi to a certain beat, and tbls
oan only be done by foods with
which the constitution la already fa-

Hay Yield. 1.42 tona.
Apples Condition, 69.1 per cent.
The condition and estimated total
production (In thousands) based on
condition, figured on the various miliar
crops, with the preliminary forecasts
With regard to flour, the mainstay
of production (in thousands of buah- Of the home, It should not be wasted
ela) of oats and spring wheat,
on cakes and the like, but kept carefully for bread, which Is aa necessary
Condiaa life Itself. The housewife should
nuctlon
not be selfish in the home In using
CORN.
7
7(.,00C this valuable
South Uakuta
commodity
reckleaaly,
177.
67
tin
Nebraska
107,200 and the maker of cakes, which also
62
Kansas
CS
125.401
require.' largo quantities of sugar and
Texas
&6.60C
41
Oklahoma
butter,
at the present time is commit42.3o(
tb
Arkansas
ting a criminal act, even though It is
POTATOES.
71
1S.60Í one that only
Iowa
her own conscience can
S.OMO
71
Nebraska
punish.
80
10.00C
Colorado
14
S.40C
California.
The principal meal In the day should
FLAXSEED.
7
7.BO0
be the dinner, of course, and tbe
North Dakota
78
2.S0C
South Dakota
who takes off a course or
Montana
it 1,70( housewife
two la doing an act of
OATS.
pre
Total
which la of inestimable value to her
,
Acre
tlon country. Exchange.
Pro-tlo-

self-deni-

Iowa

33.0
28.0
27.6
BIO

North Dakota
South Dakota

Nebraska
Kansas

SS.O

SPRING WHEAT
10.8
Minnesota
11.4
North Dakota
(.3
South Dakota

Washington

16X 87
4.904
44,16.5
71.2V6
5H.2S5

20.0

42.273
83,04?

32.4f
21.641

Alaska Produces $19,413,094.
Washington. Alaska's mineral out
put last year had a value of $19,413.-094- .
the Geological Survey announced
Of tbls amount the gold production
waa valued at $15.62(1.813. Tbe total
value of the gold production up to tbe
close of 1913 waa $228,392,540. In addi$17.000.000 worth of sllvei
had been produced In Alaska.

tion nearly

CONFER ON STRIKE SITUATION.

President and Secretary Wilson
cues Conditions in Colorado.

Dl

Washington.

Following ,tbe return
of Secretary Wilson of tlx; Department of Labor, President WllBon con
ferred with him on the Colorado strike
situation, which la causing the Presi
dent much concern.

Veal With Mushroom Sauce.
tbe steaks slowly over a clear
Ire, turning often so tbat they will
not scorch.
When done keep the
meat . hot on a platter In the oven
while you make the following sanee-Draitho liquor from a can of mushrooms and cut the mushrooms In
huives. Cook together a tabiespoonful
of butter and one of browned flour
unMI they are dark brown In color
Poor upon them the mushroom liquor
and a cupful of beef stock. Stir to a
smooth sauco, salt and pepper and
h rooms.
add the halved
Cook for
(wo minutes, stl.ring constantly, then
pour over and around the veal steaks.
Hroil

Corn Meal Cutlets.
The recipe for tbls good meat substituto comee from tbe Hattle Crook

sunitarium.
Turn the corn meal mush into
bread tins previously wet with cold
water.
Slice when cold. Beat one
l
or two eggs slightly, add one
of water or milk to eacb egg,
also one eighth teaapoonful of salt.
Dip tha sliced mush Into the bread
ub, then Into the egg mixture
and back Into the bread crumbs again.
Place In a buttered pan and bake In
a quick oven until a rich brown.
Serva with butter or maple sirup.
table-spoonfu-

The President still Is seeking to
mine operators accept the
basis of agreement already accepted
by the miners.
The operators have adopted tbe at
titude that moat of their minee art
now runulng at almost full time, but
Walnut Cream Cake.
tho President Is determined to brln?
For the layera use any regulation
an end to the situation, which neces
The following Is very
sltatea tbe presence of federal troops cake recipe
Kiod and easily made by beglnnera:
In tbe mine district
f
cupful
One cupful sugar,
butter, tlire.- eggs (whites and yolks
Ruaala Loan Planned.
irately beateu). one and one-haPetrograd (via London).
Tht cupful flour, one and
Hourae Gazette learna tbat owltig tc
f
baking powder,
cup
favorable news from tbe seat of war ful milk, vanilla flavoring.
Bake In
subscrlptlona will be Invited for an In three layers
runlet
terual loan of 500,000,000
$250,000,000) at 5 per cent.
Sour Milk Plea
One cupful sugar, one coffee cup
West Point Cadets Announced.
cupful moWashington.
Announcement was ful rour milk,
made by the War Department of the lasses, one cupful chopped ralalna,
appointment of candldatea for admin one tabiespoonful vinegar, one
cloves and cinnamon, two
alon to the military academy at West
eggs, salt to taste. Tbia makes throe
Point in 1915 aa follows:

bare the

ScCÁ
Is it possible there is a woman in this country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound a trial after all the evidence that is core
tinually being published, which proves beyond con t radio
tion that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffer
ing among women than any other one medicine in the world?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women
and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true. Here are threé never before published :
From Mrs. S. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.

I."

Providkncx, R.
For the beueflt of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
baa done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor aaid it
caused a displacement. 1 have ahvav l?en weak and I overworked
alter my baby was lioin and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E. Pink- luvms Vegetable t omponnd. The Compound is my best trie
Uliil
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to tatte your medicine." Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 1U9 Waldo Street,
I

iToviaence,

it I.

A
Cloqitet, Minn.

Minister's Wife Writes:

"I have suffered very much with irregularities,
pain and inflammation, but your wonderful medicine, Lydia E. Pink-bas Vegetable Comxmnd, has made me well and I can recommend
the same to all that are troubled with these complaints." Mrs. Jh-ni- e
Akkkjian, co Rev. K. Akekman, Cloquet, Minnesota.

m

From Mrs. J. D. Murdoch, Quincy, Mass.
South Quincy, Mass.
The doctor said that I had organic trouble
and he doctored me for a long time and I did not get any relief. I
n rniKnams vegetable t ompounrt advertised and I tried it and found relief before I had.
finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn my own living."
Mrs. Jank D.
Murdoch, 25 Cordon St, South Quincy, Mass.
e.

Write

fn I

V

01 A E. I'lNK HAM MEDICINE CO.

WFW (CONFIDENTIAL) LYK.V. MAS.,foraIvice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held In strict conlidenoe.
Not Needed.
college
students were arraigned
before
magistrate,
tha
charged with hurdling the low spots
In the road In their motor car.
Have, you a lawyer?" asked the
Two

magistrate.
"We're not going to have any lawyer,' answered the elder of the students. "We've decided to tell the
truth. '

TOl'R OWN lili! i.i.l I WELL TKI.I. vol'
Try Mnrtne
7
Kmeu7 lor Ua4.
Wairr
M7a and OraoulBlrd Brdlo: No Nmiiilno r.jm Comfort. VVnia for Book of U
tactMil
'ren. Murlo
kje ttamod.? Co Cblco.

We,

Heavy Pasturing Condemned.
Heavy pasturing of alfalfa la pot
advised.
The number of animals per
acre should be so regulated tbat two
or three small cuttings of bay may
be taken from the Held This Is necessary to liipure tender green growth
for grazing When little buds begin to
shoot at the base of the ntulk the
alfalfa should be cut. In a very few
days a fresh new growth makes Its
appearance. Overpasturiug, without
occasional cutting, also tends to Injure ihe crowns of the plant and even-

tually destroys the stand.

t'onatination raukea and aggravate, m oy
What He Deserved.
"You deserve a f;reat deal of credit, Hiiuua aiaeaae,. It ia ttidiuughly cured by
Dr.
Pierce's I'leuaaut 1'elleU. The l.itonu
young man."
family laxative.
Adv.
"Maybe I do. but
always have to
pay cash "Stray Storteo.
Bound to Be.
"Pa, what Is an extremist?"
Makn the Itundren happy that's Red
"Any woman who dresses In styla,
Crota Han Illur Male. twauliful. clear
son." Birmingham
white clothes. All good gruceri Adv.
Peed a woman on flattery and she
'von't miss your bread and cheese aod
kisses

In tha matter of making mlntakts
most of ua are willing to concede tha
auperior industry to our friends.

Hawaiian
Pineapple
Tropical Hawaii, the home of the finest Pineapple, ia too
distant to supply you with the fresh fruit that has ripened
on the plant. If you want tho delicious
Hawaiian Pineapple in all its perfection
after fully ripening in tbe held, buy Libby a.
Yellow and mellow when harvested and
placad right into the tin the day it is
picked. You can buy it sliced or crushed.

At Yoar Grocer
Libby, MCNeill

Libby

Chicago

one-hal-

one-hal-

f

one-hal-

WINCHESTER
sws

anamsH

two-third- s

Colorado

Bruce

A.

Maguan,

Den-

ver; Charles L. McGinnla, alternate.
Idaho Springs; Wynot R. Irish, alter
nato, Canon City
Idaho- - Lee F
Jones, Montpeller;
Oscar T. Yatea, alternate, Dolse.
Tetas Cyrus F. Smythe, alternate,
Thornton;
Anderson H Lumpkin
Texarkana.

pisa.

Choco is to Cake.
One cupful sugar, one half cupful
cupful
butter, three eggs,
milk, two cupfuls flour, three
cocoa, one teaapoonful va
aillo. Sift flour hefore measuring.
one-hal-

"Nublack"

and

"New Rival" loaded Shot shells

Good shooters and sore shoo tora ara Winchester " Nublack" aod " Nsw
Rival " black powder loaded ahells.
They ara strongly made and loaded
with only standard branda of powder, shot and wadding.
Their even
and deep penetration make them aura game ganara.
You will find
nothing better. Sold ervwywhere. Look lor tha Red Vf on tbe boa.
pat-ta-

rn

They Are ZJdiform, Highly Satisfactory loads.

ie vimarron Ne

and citizen
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IEMAINS WITH HER HUSBAND

Subscription fa .00

Irs, Myren T. Herrlik, Wife of U. 8. Mrt. Adolph Millar W
Federal Reserva 6
AmbMndor to Franca, Stay
With Him In Paria.

France,

DEMOCRATIC FAILURE
The general supposition is that the first act to create
more revenue with which to run the U. S. government,
would be the selling by the treasury, as needs developed,
of the available Panama Canal bonds, $240,569,000 worth
of which are still authorized tor saie under the law. .But
no; the president who is one of the prominent historical
students and writers of the day, well knew that there had
never been a Democratic administration that did not have
to sell bonds during its life to help defray the expenses of
the government, and he saw in this European war an opportunity to cover up Democratic revenue failure under the
claim of war necessity, levying additional internal-revenu- e
taxes on the people to supplement treasury needs and avert
during his administration the selling of bonds.
The president made a broad mistake when he appealed to the people of this land to assume this added burden
of taxation at a time when in all sections there was a general depression of husiness brought on by unwise tariff en
actment, put on the people under a mask of blessing and
to him is given the credit of "hope" that it will prove so;
a forlorn hope indeed.
Send H. B. Pergusson to congress again; he is pledged
to support every Democratic move. Send him to congress
Adolph Miller.
if you want the present conditions to exist in the future.
one
winter In Washington for her husMra. Myron T. Harrlck.
Send him to congress if you want to mortgage your home
band before his selection as a memParla.
She nan been
ber of the new board was assistant
but accordfor yottr honest sustenance. Tnis is the record of the pre- ing
to recent dispatches la recovering secretary of the interior department.
sent administration. These are facts that do not lie; they Mra. Herrlck la native of itnytoti. The MUlers are natives of California
come home to you now as never before. It is your duty to Ohio.
bear in mind that you owe it to your wife and children to "CRYING CHILD" A PANTHER MOTOR COMPANIES TO PAY
House of Lords Says They Must Keep
better these conditions. You will do so by voting the ReUp Roads Which They
Pickers In Waahlngton, Hunting
publican ticket. The parjy that gave you prosperity fifty BerryLoot
Tot, Found Animal Doing
Use.

NO

M
rl Él

'

and is madt

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type-

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

111

Cimarron Publishing Company

,

the Wailing.
Cathlamet, Wash A plaintive cry.
apparently that of a child loat In the
woods, attracted tine attention ot a
party picking berries In the woods
near Cathlamet. The berry plckera at
once start d to the rescue. Presently
the criee stopped. The party wag per
plexed but still attempted to find the
little one.
Again the wailing wan
heard some distance away and tlx
party was puzzled.
After an extended search the pick
ers came upon the object of their
search. It lay stretched upon the low
er bough of a pine tree, its tail nun
ing restlessly to and fro six I
hungry panther. The search for the.
child was discontinued at - once and
rotting berries and footsteps far apart
mark the course the party took on
Its return to town.

DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY?
The Democratic press of the state is charging the Republican party with sidestepping issues and drawing in national issues into the campaign. But the goose that laid
the golden egg did not associate with the party in power,
and its howling and whining has no effect on the voter. It

i

was the Democratic press that introduced national issues
into the campaign and wHy should it object if the Republicans do likewise? It is apparent that the party in power
is doomed to meet defeat at the election, for living up to
its promises of two years ago, assuring prosperity.
What has this administration done for the west? We
hear the constant boast that this party since it came into
power has written more constructive legislation upon the
statute books than any other administration in the history
of the nation. These boastful orators make a slight mistake. What they mean is that this administration has
passed more destructive legislation than any other in the
history of the nation. In a few short month? it has destroyed confidence, paralyzed industry, closed mills and
factories; created tramps and beggars, driven millions into
idleness and emptied the national treasury. Destructive
and not constructive, legislation has ever been the height
of Democratic accomplishment. That's why Fergusson
will not be
this fall, and one of the reasons why
the Republican tarty the friend of the people will be
victorious on November 3.
--

Those representatives on the Democratic ticket who
are aspiring for the lower house, are pledged to support
the McDonrld machine. The people of this county have
not yet forgotten how the governer treated Mr. Hutchison
the former superintendent of the reform school. Will you
give these men your support on Novemler 3? These men
are bound to the governor in his work of building up a political regime. They cannot act according to the dictates
of their conscience; they must follow instructions. L. I.
Taylor and J. R. Skidmore can and will represent you intelligently, and it is such men that are needed in the legislature. Why not give them your support?

hundred-million-dolla-

vw ""'V .....
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Jacob Langeloth, a New York German,
Left 1160,000 for Model Psnnayl-vanlNew York. Under the will of the
lata Jacob Lamgeloth of New York city
a bequest of $160,000 la made to the
future town of Langeloth, Pa., where
the American Zinc and Chemical company la establishing large plants. The
town Is to be located at Jefferson,
Greene county, and Cross Creek. Washington county, and Is to be a model
one.
The fund will be used for
schools, parks, llbrarlea, bathhouses,
recreation grounds and other free institutions.
Although the financier left $126,004
to Mannheim, Germany, his native
town, founded a great home for the
benefit of "middle-claspersons with
education and refinement." he left
nothing to churches. He even directed that no clergyman be allowed to
officiate at his funeral.

j

SUICIDE

BY

.

DYNAMITE

Wilson Adams, an Engineer, Is Tee.
rlbly Mangled by an Explosion at
Fogelsvlile, Pa.
Allentown,

Pa.

Wilson

j

Dry

X

.

Fur--

niture. Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tin- ware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.

I PRICES

I

QUALITY

AND

Matkin Supply

X

Mail Orders

1J

GUARANTEED

Company

f

romptty Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.
W.

J.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Da-

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and ice

Oeneva, Switzerland. The body of
Paul Uravea Williams Wllmot of South
Dakota, an undergraduate of Oxford,
who has been missing since July 23,
was found by a guide at th bottom
of a precipice on the Goschener Hip
The victim, accompanied by another
American undergraduate of Oxford,
Noel Keys, arrived in Switzerland
from liondon in July and went to
Fluelen, from which place they started to climb the mountain without a
guide.
The men separated on the
to Zurich,
mountain. Keys retu-nin- g
where te waited In vain for his comrade to return.
Wllmot's parents were Informed and
offered a reward in the Swiss press
for Information regarding the student.
The body of Wllmot was taken to
Huelen for burial.

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

hurts us to the iulcu, f0
year's plugs we wear how

MATKIN

a seedy look doth lurk aud

Miner Lived. Above Nuggets for Nine
Years, Ignorant of Wealth Un-

not
man

CJ

Carry a lull line

f

of

COFFINS and CASK

derneath him.

1ot Atgclos George Sharp, a miner of Pedro Creek, Cal., lived over
fortune more than nine years before
he knew it existed. Bharp, when he
located a claim on the creek, prospected for gold on the property at variAdams lying In a pool of blood He ous times, spending most of his time
was conscious, although his right arm
and left hand had buen blov,-- off Ma

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

FINDS FORTUNE UNDER FLOOR

a
steam engineer at the hematite ore
bed at Fogelsvlile, was bronght to the
Allentown hospital In a desperate at--:
tempt to save bis life after a horrible attempt at suicide.
A fellow engineer heard an unK
slon In the boiler room and found

made silk hats out of silk!
MAN

T(

S

N. M.

AVt GEMS

Prisoner Confesses Shooting, but Says
Victim Was Attempting to
CMotM

K I

TELEPHONE 20
ClMAKHON,

KILLS

n

NOTKK.
g in the W. S. Pasture
whether for th

ir

itio- -

ited

I

Lewli
himself two years ago

j

z Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing,
Goods, Notions, flats, Hillinery, Trunks,

Precipice.

Adams,

ed. His

i

Standard

Up-to-da- te

FALL ON ALPS KILLS STUDENT
Body of Oxford Man From South
kota Pound at Bottom of a

Community.

TRIES

r

panies three-eightof a penny per
car mile toward the expense of maintaining the road.
This clause, which was strenuously
opposed by the omnibus companies,
has already passed the house of commons.
It was stated-Ievidence that damage to roads by motor omnibuses has
coat the Middlesex county council
some hundreds of thousands of pounds

For Good,

;

a

He refused to tell
expressed regret he

wiv
Koirii auuillliniiaiiuil CU'
joyed the support of both parties, but now it is being rele
gated to the rear to make room for the (irand Old Party,
,

FOR MODEL TOWN

s

"Republican Insincerity" is the caption of political
subterfuge in Democratic papers. It comes in the form of:
boiler plate from Santa Fe headquarters.
Evidently the
leaders are not all too certain what their
will
publish, so it is banded to them in "chunks."

It is inimical of the administration to force a
war revenue onto the people after throwing
them out of employment. It is unprecedented in the history of the rankest administration ever known.

FORTUNE

London. Th select committee of
the house of '
agreed to the principle of the Middlesex county council's
bill and for the first time established
the precedent that motor omnibuses
Khali pay directly for the maintenance
of roads.
The bill enables the Middlesex county council to require motor omnibus
companies to give access to their
books and make returns of the mileage
run by their cars on the new Great
Western road and to charge the com-

Sec-tion- al

Book Cases and Unifiles

imp-- '

years.

Office Furniture and Supplies

Globe-Wernick- e

Cheap Gas In
Marlon, Kan. A yot
announces the invent!
for solving the fue;
means of a special m
ator be claims his ab
pure bydr
tion of water at the low cost of
cents per 1,000 feet.

la the
mall l
pocket
future

for bit

Í0E DIRE; PLUG HATS HIGHER

t.

Not Any Taller, Only Rise Is That
New Going Oa In Price of the
Article.

Ask the man who goes to work with an empty dinner'
bucket what he thinks of Democratic prosperity.

ig bata ar

The Santa Fe New Meiican is howling abo
ing one of its men. Well, Bronson can stand it.

use who
ist cough

RAIS ESREGORDGROP

PRICK'S FRENCH eHEF TO WAR

pwnan
MCENIUWNfoN

Noted Cook Cium Dls
may By Qoing Hem to Fight
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Walter Lee Dunson of Alabama
Outdoes All Experts.

Hrvt
One

232

Bushels

Boston.

Farmer'

San Francisco, Cal.

Inspire

moua
Honry

of Corn From

Acrt of Ground and Become
President of the American
Top Notch

ml mmm

for c,unXrr
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Ann

Club.
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n, " i, " i v iitnuij un uie uii'u ser
vants have either gone or have an
nounced their Intention of leaving.

or me corn-grolug .states, and made
up of both boys and girls.
No one may become n member of
this lively body or intensive cultivator, who baa not produced over 100
BUMleia of corn
to the acre; and
when It Is remembered that heretofore a yield of 7I bushels was regarded by the old.T generation a
somechlng to brag about, the great
work which these D.000 winners are
doing, to educate their daddies, will
be apparent
HOT Walter Dunson ha
henten the beaters, his record for
last year being 2112 bushels harvested
from one acre; an amar.ing yield,
which operated automatically to elevate him to the presidency of the
maize raisers, the president of the
club being, always, the hoy who hold
the record for the year.
There are 33
living
In 33 different states of the union.
Each of tliene holds the
record for the state In which ho lives.
The record of
J.
Jones Polk (Prentiss. Miss.), is 215
bushels: of C. J Wadsworth (Oregrr.
11'..), 192 bo.; Hay Cameron
(Klnrton.
N
C.), ISO bu.:
Kdward EMboin
(Madison.
Qa ), 182 bu.
Homer
The.
Fletch (Ionia. Mich.). 175
other K,!)B(1 delegates to San francisco
are made up of three delegates trow
each county of the 33 sta
M
pointeil by the governor.
Illinois won
the record for the greatest number of
boys who scored above the 100 bushel
mark, 204 boys having qualified.
Each of these 9.00 delegates will
bring with him, for exhibition, ten of
prize ears of corn enough to put a
four mile golden girdle around the en-

One of These Clubs

$2."

leading publish- - rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
SEVERAL ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody
will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
of our paper alone,
J In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much' as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events'
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farmir,'
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
On account of the splendid contract we havo made with the publishers of these magazines, we are able to giv our reader
choice of ny one of the club In combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 2Sc more than the price of our paper alona.
Ttab offer is made to everybody. If yon have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of this offer
If you are a subscriber to our Pper we ask yon u renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
the club you like best. 8end your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazine and want to renew Just end your order to us and we will have your ubscription
extended. If your subscription to our paper is past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of this bargain. If yon are in
the habit of buying your magazines through other channels, we ask you to Justly compai our club and prices with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by Bending your
renewal order to
Hereisa chance toget your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or (Bore of these magazines sent to different addresses, Just mention it.
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Kimball's
Dairy Farmei

TBJ.
McC all's

Ci.ru N. l
(with free pattern)

Henry
,
i

(
I

j

CÍ

CI.ITB No. a
Woman's World
People Popular Monthly
Qentleweanan
CI.tTH No. 3
Hrnrth and Home
Lira
j, ti uusehold
Magazine
CI. I'll No. 4
American Woman
Farm Lift
Houaaheid Oueat

Frick.

The Frlck chef Is the highest sal
urieti servant of the lot, receiving a
salary that
said to rival that of
i me bt.nk presidents and many busl- ues r.t n who are considered In en in,
Many
o!
tortt.ble
circumstance.
nose, lit wever, who are going back to
If.urope are well paid, and in addition
live hi quarters that will make life In
the. army seem especially
miserable.
The fashionable residents of the
North shore are in a quandary a to
what to do without their servant.
The maids are left, but in few instances do these know bow to cook,
and more than one society woman, It
la rumored, is making experimental
trips Into the kitchen.
The French predominate among
the North shore servant, but some
are Qerman and a Tew Italian and
English. The war has' been responsible for no little wrangling among
1

Fruit Grower

I.I

i

H

CLUB No,

Good Stories
Farm Life

No. 5

Ft.

ct.un N. is

CLUB No.

Today's (with free pattern)
Gentlewoman
Home Life
CLUB No. IS)
6nicsrul Farming
Home Life
Kvcryday Life
CLUB No. ao
Farmer's Wife
Home LIA
Everyday Life

It

CLUB No.

Happy Honra.
Farm Life
Oentlewoman

6

Popular Monthly
Farm Progresa
Woman'a World

CLUB
Poultry Item

N. 15

Today's (with free pattern)
Farm Lile
CLUB No. IU
Boye' Magazine
HomaLtfe
Oentlewoman

3t

8

Farm and Fireside
Woman'e World
Home Life
l II No. 9
Farm and Home
Woman's World
Household Guest

ti

CLUB Its. IT

Kimball's Dairy Farmer
Home Life
Oentlewoman

CLUB No. a

City Weekly atar
Everyday Life
Home Lite
CLUB No. SO
Southern Ruraliat
Home Life
Oentlewoman
Kane

Fermer-eWkly-

Farm. Stock and Home
yf omen's World
Home Life

,

as

Fancywork Magazine
Oentlewoman
Today's twlth free pattern)
CLUB No. 3T
Kancae City Weekly Star
Farm Life
Kvcryday Lit
CLUB No. SB
Gentlewoman
Woman's World
Horn Lira

SPECIAL CLUB Same Price aa Othera
Poultry I torn
Woman's World
Homo Lit o
Farm Lito
CLUB No. 14
club No. aa
People's

Today's twlth free pattern)
Everyday Life
Qcntlew ochan
CI.t!B Mo. T
Fancywork Magazine
Kvcryday Life
Woman's World

CI.t'BN.

AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER

Everyday Life
CLUB No.
Qreen'e Fruit Grower.'ia
Kvcryday Life
Farm Life
CLUB No. 1.1
Today's (with tree pattern)
Prairie Farmer
,
Household Macatlno

Today's (with free pattern)
Farm Life
Household Masai In
:i t It

ALL YOUR FRIENDS

CT.UB No. tO
Today's (with free pattern)
Woman'a World
Home Life

Farm Life
Kvcryday Life

top-notc-

-

0ur Paper and Any

$2.'

.

CLUB No. 31

Home Life
Farm Lit

DlapatcbCSt. Paul

CLUB No. 33
Rural Weekly (St. Paul)
Gentlewoman
Kvcryday Life

CLUB No. 33

Vegetable Grower
Today a (with frs pattern)
Kvcryday Lite
CI t B No. 34
Woman's World
Farm Life
Today's (with free pattern)
CI t it No. 35
women's Home reckly
Woman s World
Home Lite

CLUB No. S3

rnerican Horn
Oman's World
Oentlewoman

CLUB No. 34

MeCair (with tree pattern)
Everyday Life
Household Quest

them.

MODERN CRUS0ES ARE TIRED
Life on South Pacific Island a Little
Bit Too Lonesome for People

lrvlSH3rSV2?l

'i?,H2fl

There.
San Francisco. Sunday island, a
verdant tract of seven by Ove miles,
in the Kermadec group of the South
Pacific, Is to be abandoned, the 13
persons who have been living a Crusoe-like
, life
there being driven to
desperation by loneliness, rats, volcanic rumbling and other affliction
The New Zealand government it to Report of the Condition of the
return the party to civilization.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Thomas Bell, who was landed on the
At Cimarron, in the State of Ne w Mexico.
Island by a whaler In 1878, held undisputed possession of the place for 20 at the close of business Sept. n I0t4
RESOURCES.
years, but the New Zealand government later apportioned the Island Loans and. Discounts
$65,766.55
among

a numb r of settler. Since Overdrafts, secured and un
then frequent a' 'rapt have been
secured
18.75
Walter Lee Dunson.
made to colonize the place, but Bell U. S. bonds to secure circui the only one who stuck It out from
tire imposition. Already half the
lation
12,500.00
Even now, though the other Banking
of the earth I interested In the first
bouse, Furniture, and
12
are
ick
of
place.
settler
the
Bell
the production and betterment of thl
Fixtures
7.305 45
greatest of our crops moat of the says be would remain If the govern- Due
from National Banks (not
ment would recognise hi ownership.
other half being consumers and it
reserve agents)
5.585 73
The crops which the handful of Isbelieved that the European war will
add ao greatly to the demund and landers try to plant are destroyed by Due from approved Reserve
price of thin cereal, as to point the small Pacific rats which tnfeit the Agents
8.236.06
place, and a aurglng volcano frequent- Checks and other Cash Items.
straight toward the millionaire claa
7.80
for any young man who can produce ly gives the whole Island a shiver.
Notes of other National Banks..
40.00
232 bushels to the acre if he can
Fractional
Paper
Cturency
keep It up and especially If he plant
Nickels and Cents
18.36
FELL SIX STORIES
enough acres. The exposition, which WOMAN
Specie
1,403
will entertain these boya and girts,
Legal Tender Notei 2,750.00
4.
will open on Unit), and Is now 05 par Tumbled to Her Death and Fatally
Redemption fund with U. S.
completed.
Neighbor
Not
Crushed
Sitting on
a foreign nation,
cent
Treasurer (5 pet cent
Step Below.
of all. the If which agreed to partid
pate, has with drawn. On the contrary,
625.00
New York. In trying to step from
many since the outbreuk of the war.
Total
have increased their appropriations the fire escape platform of one build
14.443. 30
and activities notably Italy, Argen- tng to that of an adjoining one to enLIABILITIES.
ter her rooms. Mr. Mary Palvey
tina, Japan. France and Cuba.
25.000.00
slipped and fell six stories to the side Capital Stock paid in
On the doorstep directly be Surplus fund
5,000.00
walk.
A ROMNEY SOLD FOR $200,000 neatb wa sitting Charle MoNally, a Undivided promts, less expenses
and Taxes paid
neighbor. He wa talking to Mr
2,072.12
Picture for Which the Artist Wa Falvey's six little children, who had National l ank Notes Outsland
Paid (600 Bring Big Price
remained below while their mother
'nK
12,500.00
In London.
went to open the door, from the in Individual Deposits subject to
side, having rorgotten her key.
check
44.087.18
Loudon
When Mr. Talvey fall she uttered
Certmcates ol deposit. ... 4 10 ,5
lime
ti
wa
no
warning be
no cry and there
low that he wa falling.
Her body Time certificates of deposit paystruck the baok of McNally'a neck, able after o days or alter no- doubling him over so that ht foreThe back of
murez to Messrs. uuve
head hit the sidewalk.
a price, it Is said, of ab
Mr. Falv.y' head hit the doorstep Bill payable, including "hi
Romney himself, ,i v
end she rolled off McNally'a body,
lions representing money
striking the feet of her children. Both
borrowed
3,000.00
war dead of broken ueck
when
at picked up.
Total
4.440. to
in
State of New Mexico, (
1 1)00.
Miner Sentenced to Jail.
f1
Fort Smith, Ark. Seven miner. In- County of Colfax,
I, A. W. Vasey, cashier of the above
cluding Peter P.. Stewart, former
president of the Arkansas, Oklahoma named bank, do solemly swear thai the
and Taxas district of the U. M. V of above atttetneut is true to the best oi
A., were found guilty of contempt of my knowledge and belief.
court at Fort Smith and sentenced to
A. W. Vasey, Cashier.
serve from thirty days to four montba
Subscribed and sworn to before rne
In Jail The men war charged with
being Implicated In riot in the coal this 12th day of Oct.. 1914
fields several month ago. after the
David B. Cole, Notary Public.
operator had obtained an injunction
H. H. Chandler, C. ft. Bass
CorractAitest
td preyant their Interference with tha
J, M. Hack, Directors.
operation of tha sainas.
1
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NOTICE
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Gagged And

El traspasar dentro del parteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yasa, pazca, recoger fruta silvestre o
t
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
c equellos que asi traspasareeserao
al lleno de la ley.
Por (Frimado)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.

Is hereby given that the property of the
as defined by a deed
recorded July 2tst, igro, in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster. Jr.,
has been created a Game and Fish Preserve under licenses issued by the Stat
Every element of the RepubliGame Warden of New Mexico, on July
can party stood solidly together
nth, him, for a period or tan I to years.
against the
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
tax which President Wilson ordet-e- d
game birds and game fish become the property of the owner and no fishing or hunton the people to make up for the
NOTICE
ing on said Urraca Ranch will be permitextravagance of bis par:y in conted under full penalty of law, without
gress. Orders from the White
All trespassing on the Urraca Ranch written permission from the owner or hi
House were to rush the bill through property, in Colfax
county, whether tor the authorized sgent.
the houae, so to prevent discussion purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
No hunting permits will be isthe "gag rule" was employed and fruit or cutting fire wood or any other pur- sued during the year
1914.
the valient body of Kepublicans pose whatsoever, without permission, is
Gao. H Wabstsr, Jr.
standing shoulder to shoulder, strictly prohibited, and all such trespassers will be prosecuted to the fall extent
went down fighting against the ov- of
the law.
erwhelming odds of the DemocratAVISO.
Goo. H. Webster, Jr.

Bound But They

URRACA-RANC-

cor-ta-

Can Protest

prose-culad-

hundred-million-doll-

ar

ic majority.

"We are gagged and bound, but
we can prptest," shouted Minority
Leader James K- Mann, in closing
the Republican debate "and yet
I am glad to be here at the funeral
exercises of the Democratic patty."
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Report Shows Gain
of this issue
report of the First
National bank of Cimarron, and
from it can be gleaned the financial standing of that institution.
A decided increase is noted in this
report over the preceding one, and
every indication is that this institution is forging to the front rapidly and that it is regarded as one of
the strongest banks in this section.
The men in charge of this bank ate
substantial and trustworthy business men of this community and
the people have confidence in tneir
ability to carry on the affairs of the
bask in a business way.

Cemetery Assn.
Will Hold Annual

Meeting Saturday

In another column

svill be found the

El traspasar sobre la propriedad del
raacno d la Urraca, en al Condado da
Colfax sea ya con el fia da casar pascan o
recoger fruta ailvestre o cortar lena oi otro
fio cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
Y todos aquello! quienes
estrictamente.
traspasaren aeras proaacatado al piano
xtasto de Ut lay.
Gao. H. Webster, jr.

A meeting is called for next Sat-

urday afternoon, October 17, at 3
o'clock, in the News office, for the
Cimarron Cemetery association, at
which time it is expected that all
who are interested will be present.
In the past it was left to a party of
three or four to shoulder the burden of keeping the buryidg ground
in good condition and make the necessary repairs.
It is expected to adopt tentative
plans at this meeting for the work
of the ensuing year, and your attendance in this respect is

Re-Open-

ed

Grand Hotel

The Grand Hotel has been
and in the future
the dining room will be
at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7
Good Meals Clean Beds
re-ope-

con-duct-

Mrs. S, Smith

ed

CIMARRON NEWS
and followed by a rural gnard, and ahe
No, I value the smote him to the heart with a smile
'You know your promise t" reminded friendship of the valiant Americans
It was not. a smile for Phil, gone
very highly so I will let your friend astray rod wdundtng by chance; It
Hud.
"Tos, I know. But oh. Bad. If you go. Bat first he must promise me one was a daxallng. admiring smile for
knew how 'loyal I've been to you If thing not to trouble ths 'Benor Ara- Bud slone, and he sat strelghter In hla
you knew what offers I'vs resisted
gón by making further love to his saddle. But Phil uttered a groan and
the mine stands in my name, you daughter!"
struck bis horse with the quirt
"Very well!" replied Bad. "He has
know."
"She cut me!" he moaned.
alresdy promised that to me; so come
"Well?"
"Aw. forget It!" growled Bad, and
"Well, Aragón cams around to me on and let him out."
they rod on their way in silence.
last week and said If rd give him a
"To you?" repeated Manuel del Rey
half internet in It he'd well, never with a faint smile. "Then, perhaps "
CHAPTER XVI.
mind it was a great temptation. But
"Perhaps nothing!" broke in Hooker
did I fall for it? Not on your life! I shortly. "Como on!"
At their camp by the Ragle Tall
know yon. Bad, and I know you're honHe led the way Impatiently while mine, even though they held it still
est you'd stay by me to the last the captain, his saber clanking, strode and were helra to half Its gold, the
ditch, and I'll do the same by you. out and rode beside him. He was not two parti tiers were glum and sorrowBut I'm In love, Bud, and that would a big man, this swashing captain of ful. Ths treacheries which Bud had
make a man forget his promise If he the rural police, but be was master, forgiven in a moment of exaltation
wasn't true as steal."
nevertheless, of s great district, from came back to him now as be brooded;
"Tee," commented Hooker dryly. "1 Fortuna to the line, with a reputation and he eyed his friend askance, as If
don't reckon I can count on you much for quick work in the pursuance of his wondering what be would do next
from now on. Here, take a look at duty as well as in the primrose wsys
He recalled all the circumstances of
this and see what you make of it." He of love.
their quest the meeting with Kruger.
drew the piece of ore that he had
In the Insurrections and raldlngs of Phil's Insistence on the adventure, the
taken from Aragón from his pocket the previous
summer he had given ths oath of loyalty which they had eworn;
up
moonlight.
"Well,
In
the
and held it
coup de grace with his revolver tb and then the gradual breaking down
you
feol of It, then," he said. "8hurk,
more than one embryo bandit, and In of their brotberly devotion until now
ought to know that piece of rock. Phil his love
be had shown that he they were strangers at heart.
It's the first 'one we found In our could be affairs
Phil sat by himself, keeping his
equally summary.
mine!"
elegant
who for a thoughts to himself, aud he stood aloof
Luna,
Felix
The
"No!" exclsimed De Lancey, start- time had lingered near the charming while he waited for the worst to hap
ing back; "why where'd you get it?"
finally found himself up pen.
Gracia,
"Never mind where I got It!" an- against ahadpair of pistols with
From the first day of their underthe op
"The quest Ion is tlon of either fighting Captain del
swered Hooker.
Rey taking Hooker had felt that It was
What did you do with It?"
and now he knew that the end
or returning to bis parents. The young
"Well, I might as well come through
His friend was lost to
man concluded to beat a retreat For was coming.
with It" confessed Phil, the last of his a like
had him, lost alike to a sense of loyalty
Lancey
De
Philip
offense
assurance gone. "I gave it to Gracia!"
been unceremoniously thrown Into and honor; be gloomed by himself and
"And I took it away from Aragón,"
his thought only of Orada Aragón.
wag
digging Jail; and now the capitán turned
continued Bud, "while he
The oath which Phil himself had
mind
whose
Hooker,
to
Bud
attention
some more chunks out of our mine. So
forced upon Bud was broken and foryet
had
not
he
fathomed.
that Is your idea of being true as steel,
gotten; but Bud. by s sterner standard,
"Excuse me, eenor," he said, after a felt bound
is It? You've done noble by me and
to keep bis part One thing
your
me
left
words
Kruger, haven't you? Yea, you've been brief silence, "but
could
make htm break it his
alone
you
as a
In doubt
whether to regard
a good pardner, I don't think!"
word to Henry Kruger. The Eagle
or
a
rival."
friend
"Well, don't throw me down. Bud I"
Tall mine he held in trust, snd half
"What?" demanded Bud, whose of it was Kruger's.
pleaded Phil. "There's some mistake
Spanish
not
did
extend
knowledge
of
somewhere. Her father must have
"Phil." he said at last when bis
to the elegancies.
mind was weary of tbe cesseless grind
"You said," explained the captain of thoughts,
"I believe that mineral
politely, "that your friend had prom- agent is holding
back our papers. I
lady
ised you he would not trouble the
Aragón
old
has passed him a
believe
further. Does that mean that you are hundred or so
they're In cahoots
interested in her yourself, or merely to rob us. Butand
I'll tell you
I'll
that you perceive the hopelessness of do you give me a power of what'
attorney
his suit and wish to protect him from to
those papers for you. and
a greater ovil that may well befall I'll receive
go in and talk Dutch to tbe whole
aenor,
girl
you,
is
the
him? For look
outfit."
mine, and no man can come between
"What do you want to do that for?"
us!"
De Lancey querulously.
"Huh!" snorted Bud, who caught demanded
"Why can't you wait a while?
the last all right. Then he laughed papers have to go to Moctesuma Those
and
shortly and shrugged hie shoulders. "I
all over the City of
Hermoslllo
and
talking
about,"
you're
don't know what
Mexico and back, and It takes time.
he said gruffly, "but be will stay away,
do you want to make trouble
What
all right."
for?"
''Muy bien," responded Del Rey
"Well, I'll tell you. Phil." answered
and, dismounting at the Jail, he Bud honestly. "I've got a bunch if we
stood
open
aside
and
door
the
threw
dont grab them papers soon we won't
for his rival to come out.
get
'em at all. Here these rebels are
sa"Muchas gracias, señor capitán,"
working
closer all the time, and Araluted Bud, as the door clanged to be- gón Is crowding us.
want to get title
hind hla pardner. But Phil still bristled
and turn it over to Kruger, before we
with anger and defiance, and the cap lose out somewhere"
tain perceived that there would be no
"What's the matter with me going
thanks from him.
in and talking to the agent?" suggest
is nothing." be replied, bowing sd Phil. Then, as he saw bis partpolitely, and something In tbe way he ner's face, he paused and laughed bitsaid It made De Lancey cboke with terly.
rage. But there by the cárcel door
"You don't trust me any more, do
was not the place for picking quarrels. you, Bud?" he aatd.
Don
They went to tbe hotel, where
"Well, It ain't that so much," evsded
Juan, all apologies for his apparent Hooker; "but I sure don't trust thst
"What Are You Pinched Fort"
neglect which he excused on the Manuel del Rey. The first time you
found it and taken It away! I'd stake ground that De Lancey had been held go into town he's going to pinch you,
my Ufe on it that Gracia would never incomunicado placated them as best snd I know It."
he could and hurried on to the news.
betray me!"
"I'm going to go in nil the same,'
"My gracious. Don Felipe," he cried,
"Well, think it over for a while."
De Lancey. "and If tbe little
declared
suggested Bud. edging his words with "you don't know how sorry I was to squirt tries to stop me "
sarcasm. "I'm going up to the hotel!" see you in Jail, but the captain's or"Aw. Phil." entreated Bud. "be reaere that no one ahould go near sonable,
ders
"No; come back!" cried De
can't ye? You got no call to
clamoring at tbe bars. "Come on you aud In Mexico wa obey the ru go up against that little feller. He's a
we
are
you
know.
ralea,
Otherwise
Here!" he said, thrust
back. Bud!
bad actor. I can see that, and 1 believe
lng his hand out through the heavy placed against a wall and shot
he'd kill you If he got the chance. But
news
you
from
"But have
heard the
Irons. "I'll give you my word for it
wait a little while maybe he'll got
Ah, what terrible times took off in tbe fights this summer!"
I won't see her again until we get down below?
oar title! Will that satisfy you? Then they are having there ranches raided.
"No, he's too cursed mean for that!"
give me your hand, pardner I'm sorry women stolen, rich men held for ran- muttered De iAncey. but he seemed
som! Yes. It Is worse than ever! Al- to take some comfort In the thought
I did you wrong!"
e
"It ain't me," replied Hooker sober- ready 1 am receiving olegrams to
As for Hud, he loafed around tor a
rooms for the refugees, and tbe while, cleaning up camp, making
ly, as he took the trembling hand; "It's
Kruger. But if you'll keep your word, people are coming In crowds.
smoke for the absent. Yaqqul, and look"Our friend, the Señor Luna, and ing over the deaerted mine, but some
Phil, maybe we can win out yet I'm
hla son Felix have been taken by Ber thing In tbe changed atmosphere mad
going up to And the comisarlo."
Only by an enormouf him restless and uneasy.
A brief Interview with that smiling nardo Bravo!
Individual and the case of Phil De ransom was he able to save his wife
(TO BE CONTINUED
Lancey was laid bare. He had been and daughters, and his friends must
engaged in a desperáis rivalry with now pay for him.
SHOULD COPY NATURE'S WAY
"A( the ranch of the rich Spaniard.
Manuel del Re; for the hand of Gra
cia Aragón, and his present lncarcera Alvares, there has been a great battle Human Planners of Reform Would De
tton was not only for singing ran time in which the red daggers were defeatWell to Maks Note of Her
beneath the Aragón windows, but for ed with losses. Now Bernardo Bravo
Met hogs.
avenge
his men, and
trying to whip the captain of the ru- - swears he will
rales when the latter tried to place Alvares haa armed hla Ysqul workThe divergence between man s ways
men.
htm under arrest.
and nature's ways becomes empha"He is a brave man, tbis Colonel sized as we reflect on tbe mass of reAnd Da Lancey was the prisoner not
of the comisarlo, but of the captain of Alvares, and bis Yaquis are all war- forms and Isms which are eagerly
the rurales. Sore at heart. Bud rode riors from ths hills; but Bernardo has urged for tbe education and the morga through tbe Mexican quarters to gathered all the insurrectos in the al and physical welfare of our youth,
One
tbe cuartel of the rurales, but the cap- - couutry together Campos, Rojas, the remarks the Brooklyn Ragle.
brothers Bscaboxa aud they may group wants trade training, one group
tain was Inexorable
' h. a.lri w..tn.
crush him with their numbers. But "sex hygiene" taught In the schools,
ki
nuent Anger before his' nose. "I cannot no there is other news that they and another wants nonsectarlan reare marching upon Fortuna and 1C1 ligious training there Still another
release your friend. No, senor!"
"But what Is he charged with?' per- Tigre, to seixe the mines and mills tells us that marriage la becoming
sisted Bud, "and when Is hla trial? snd hold the rich American companies more and more difficult, while vice
You can't keep him sbut up without a up for ransom.
and diseases which spring from It are
"No, señores, you must not return Increasing at a rate which threatens
trial."
At this the captain of the rurales to your camp. Remain here, and you race extinction, or perhaj the decay
nave vour roon. wougn of the now dominant races and replaclifted his eyebrows and one cloaely
waxed mustachlo and smiled mysteri- - Sprolsh gentlemen sleep on the floors. ing them by stock nearer to the soil
I wish to
No. allow me, Don Felipe!
,,.,, y
and less easily molded by our pros
how vou how highly I value your ent social ideals.
Y como
no?" he Inquired.
"And
why not? Is he not a Mexican dtl- - friendship! Only because we cannot
Tbe discouraging thing about all
' disobey the rurales did
suffer you to this Is that very few of these enthusiMni- - now you shall be my asts realise that they all have hold of
ln
"Well. perhaps he Is!" thundered'
corners of the same problem, and
Bud. suddenly rising to his full height. 'ueut- ou
coNope," answered Bud: "were safer there Is no sign of
but I am not! I am an American.'
ordination or coherence among them
senor capitán, and there are other oul ' tne mine."
H glsnced st De Lancey. ln whose That Is the reverse of nature's way
Americans! If yoti hold my friend
without s trial 1 will oomu and toar mind may vision were beginning to She is synthetic, while the most that
your Jail down and tb ooraisarlo will gather, and he. too, declined with a altruistic human planners seem able
sigh.
to do Is to separate processes which
not stop me, either!''
"Make it a bod for the night" he nature has grouped, analyse them and,
"Ah!" observed the dandy little cap
tain, shrugging bis mustachlo ouce said. "I've got to get out of this town when any growth proves stckly Or too
more and blinking, and while Hooker before 1 tangle with Del Rey again and lush, to treat Its particular symptom
raged back and forth ba looked him find myself hack ln Jail. And now lead without tracing tbe root of tbe dl
me to It I'm perishing tor a bath and
over appraislngly.
Doing Well.
"One moment 1" he said at last, rais- a sleep 1"
They retired early and got up early
"I haven't seen Peggy since she left
ing a quieting hand. "These are peril-ou- s
timos, senor, ln which all the de- -- for Bud was haunted by fears. But college. Did she iueceed In getting a
fenders of Fortuna should stand to- as they paased through Old Fortuna good position?" "Better! She sue
gether. I do not wish to have a dif- the worst happened to him they met ceeded In getting a husband with
TtgMsT.
ference with the Americans when Box Gracia, mounted on a prancing horas good rxislUoa ." - Princet
lng to take

The Land of Broken Promises
By DANE COOUDGE

A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution
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lluokrr and PM1 D Lancer
toread, owing to a revolution In Mexico,
lo glvsup their mining claim and return
to th" I'nlted Htatee. In the border town
of Oadeden Bud meets) Henry Kruger. a
wealthy miner, who mases him a; proposition to return to Meio to acqwre title
to a vary lien mine which Kmr had
blown up when he found he had been
cheated out or the title by one ArM'm.
The Mexican subsequently apent a large
um In an unsuccessful attempt to relocate the vein and then allowed the fand
to revert for taxes. Hooker and De Lan-cearrive at Fortuna near where the
mine. Known as the Kagle Tall, la lo
They engage the service of frss
'tsJ.
Mendel who haa been friendly to Kruger.
to acquire the title for them, and get a
permit to do preliminary work. Aragón
protesta and accuse them of Jumping his
lalm. Bud discover
that matrimonial
' management
prevent Mendea from
a valid title. Phil, who haa been
paying attentton to Aragon's daughter.
(Irmela, decida to turn Mexican and get
th title In hi own name. Bud objects
to Phil' attention
to Oracle
Arseon
fail In hi attempt to driv thera off the
claim.
Rebel are reported In the vicinity Stories of rapine and bloodshed ar
brought In. Bud and Phil begin worlc In
earnest on their claim. They make a
rich strike of gold and top work on
th claim until th tttl can be perfected.
y

Continuad.

It was through gome chicanery, he
knew nonio low down trick on the
part of Aragón that hi pardner had
been Imprisoned, and he swore to hare
him out or know the reason why. Father that or he would go after Aragón
and take It out of his hid.
It was outside Bud's simple code
even to question hie partner's Innocence, but. Innocent or guilty, be would
hare him out If he had to tear down
the jail.
So he slapped his saddle-guInto
the sling, reached for bis quirt, and
went dashing down the canyon. At
a turn in the road he came suddenly
upon Aragón and tbe rural, split a
way between them, and learned forward as Copper Bottom burned up the
--

n

trail.

tt wag long since the shiny sorrel
had been given his head, and he needed neither whip nor spurs but a mile
or two down the t rroyo Bud suddenly
reined him in and looked behind. Then
he turned abruptly up the hillside and
Jumped him out on a point, looked
again, and rode slowly back up the
trail
w wVrhgon
and the rural were not In
sight the question was. were thy
following?
Cor a short distance be
rode warily, not to be surprised in
his suspicion ; then, at he found tracks
turning back he gaye head to his
boraw and galloped swiftly to cam 0".
r- - The
horses of tbs men he sought
stood at the edge of the mine-dumand, throwing his bridle-rei- n
down beside them. Bud leaped off and ran up
the cut Than he stopped short and
reached for big
Tbe two
men set up at the end. down on their
knsss, and digging Ilka dogs after a

rabbit.
So eager ware they In their search
so confident In their fancied security,
that they never looked up from their
work, and the tramp of Hooker's boots
wag drowned by their grubbing until
he stood above them
There be
paused, hla platal In band, and waited
grimly for development
"Hal" cried Aragón, grabbing at a
pieos of quarts that came up, "Aqul lo
teago1" He draw a second pieos from
his pocket and pleoed them together
Is the samel" be said.
Still half buried In the excavation,
he turned suddenly as a shadow
crossed him. In gat the light, and his
aw dropped at the sight of Bud.
"111 trouble you for that
ob- serrad Bud, holding out bis tesad, I
as the rural jumped, Aragón handed
over the ore. There was a moment's
silence as Bud stood over them then
he stepped hack and motioned them
out with bis gun.
Down ths jagged cut they hurried,
awed into a guilty silence by his an
ger, and whan he let them mount
without a word the rural looked back,
surprised. Even then Bud said nothing, but tbs Swing of the Texan's gun
spoke for him. and they rode quickly
out of sight.
greasers!" growled
"You
Hud, returning his pistol with s jab
to its holster. Then he looked at the
ore. There were two pieces, one fresh
dug and the other worn, and as he
gated at them the worn pleca seemed
strangely familiar. Aragón had been
comparing them but where bad ha
got the worn placa?
Once more Bud looked It over, and
then the rock fall from hla hand. It
was the first place they had found
the place that belonged to Phil!
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and then his mind straightened Itself
and he remembered that Phil was In

Bud
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CHAPTER

Flfhiing Ftl' '
HiJJ.f, Wafers"

XV.

When the solid earth quakes, though
It move hut a thousandth of an Inch
beneath uur feat, the human brain
reels and wo bocoms dttsy. sick and
afraid. So. too, at the thought that
some truatad friend has played us
false, ths mind turns back upon Itself
and wa doubt the stability of everything for a moment. Then, a wo
gtnd all the traes straight up, the world
intact, and the hi Us in their proper

jail.

What more natural, then, than that
the rurales should search his pockets
and give tbe ore to Aragón?
tie
stooped and picked up the chunk Of
specrock that precious, pocket-worimen that had brought them the first
promise of success and wiped It on
bis sleeve.
Mechanically he placed It beside the
other piece which Aragón had gouged
from the edge, and while he gazed at
them be wondered what to do to
leare their mine and go to his friend,
or to let his friend wait and stand
guard by their treasure and his heart
told him to go to his friend.
So he swung up on bis horse and
followed slowly, and as soon as It was
dark he rode secretly through Old
Fortuna and on till he came to the
jail. It was s square atone structure,
built across the street from tbe cantina in order to be convenient for
the drunks, and as Bud rode up close
and stared at It. some one bailsd him
through the bars.
"Hello there, pardner." called Hooker, swinging down and striding over
to the black window, "bow long have
they had you In here?"
"Two days," answered Phil from the
Inner darkness; "but It seems like a
lifetime to me. Say. Bud, there's a
Mexican in here that's got the
regular tequila jag can't you
get me out?"
"Well, I sore will!" answered Bud;
"what have they got you In for?
Where's our friend, Don Juan? Why
didn't he let me know?"
"You can search me!" railed Da
Lancey.
"Seems like everybody quits
you down here tbe minute you get
into trouble. I got arrested night be
d rural
fore last by those d
jim-jam- s

Manuel

Del Rey was behind

It, you

can bet your life on that and I've
boon here ever since!"
"Well, what ara you pinched (or?
Who do I go and see?"
"Pinched for nothing!" cried De
Lancey bitterly.
"Pinched because
I'm a Mexican citlsen and can't proI'm Incomunicado
tect myself!
for
throe days!"
"Well, IH get you out, all right,"
said Hooker, leaning closer against
the bars. "Here, have a smoke did
they frisk you of your makings?"
"No!" snapped De Lancey crossly,
"bttj I'm put of everything by this
time. Bud, tell you I've had a time
of It! They threw me in here with
this crazy, murdering Mexican and
I haven't had a wink of sleep for two
daya He's quiet now, but I don't
want any more."
'Well, say," began Bud again, "what
ran
are you charged with? Maybe
grease somebody's paw and get you
out tonight!"
There was an awkward pause st
this, and Anally De Lancey dropped
his while face against the bars and
his voice became low and beseeching.
"Ill tell you, Bud." be said, "1
haven't been quite on the square with
you I've been holding out a little.
1

1

But you know how It la when a fellow's In love. I'vs been going to see

Orada!"

"Ob!" commented Hooker, and stood
very quiet while he waited.
"Yea, I've bean going to see her,"
hurried on Phil. "1 know I promised ;
but, honest. Bud, I could n t help It
It jüst seemed as If my whole being
was, wrapped yp lo. her, and I bad. to
do it. She'd be looking for me whan
I came and went
and then I fixed It
with her mld to take her a letter.
And then I met her secretly, back
by the garden gate. You know they've
got some holes punched in the wall
loopholed. during the fight last summer- and we'd! "
"Sure. Ill take your word for that,"
nut get lo
broke in Hooker narsniy.
What are you pinched
the point!

forr

Lancey, his
"Well," wont on D
voice quavering at the reproof, "I was
going to tell you. If you'll listen to me.
Somebody saw us there and told Ara
gón be abut ber up for a punishment
and she slipped mi out a note well. I
hired tbe string
couldn't stand it
band and ws went down there in a
hack to give her a serenade But this
cad, Manuel del Hey. who haa been
acting like a Jealous asa all along,
swooned down on us with a detachment of his rurales and took us all
to Jail. He let the musicians out the
1

next morning, but I've been her ever
since."
"Tea, and what are you charged
wiihr demanded Bud brusquely.
"Drunk." confessed Phil, and Bud
grunted.
"Hah!" he said "and me out watching that mine night and day!"
"Oh, I know I'vs done you dirt.
Bud," wailed De Lancey, "but i didn't
mean to, and III never do it again."
"Never do what?" Inquired Bod
roughly.
"I won't touch another drop of
boose as long as I'm In Mexico !" cried
Phil. "Not a drop!"
"And how about the girl?" continued
Hud Inexorably. "Her old man was oat

cast the treacherous doubts
placea,
aide and listen to the volte of reason.
or oOS awful moment Hooker saw
elf betrayed by bis friend, eltbor and tried to Jump our mine toda
or through gulls; bow about her?"
I

oar

town.
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS
DENVER MARKETS.

Csttls.
steers, corn fed, good

Beef
to
Beef
to
Beef
to

choir o

I7.2507.7S

steers, corn fed, fair

good

.757.2

steers, grassers, good

choice

7.0007.66

grassers, fair

steers,

Heef

to good

6.500 7.00
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 8:6017.00
corn ted,
.250 6.75

Cows and heifers,
good to choice
Cows and heifers,
fslr to good
Cows and heifers,
good to choice
Cows and heifers,
fair to good
Cows and heifers,
common to fair
Feedlng cows
Veal calves
Bulls

corn fed

5.75'.; r.2f

grassers,

5.75fi.5f

grassers,

6.0006.76

grassers,

3.7B04.7S-

4.2505.25
7.0009.00

4.501.5O
5.00 06.60

Stags
Feeders ami Stockers, good
to choice

fi.C507.4O

.1

Feeders snd stockers, fait
to choice

6.0006.65

Feeders and stockers,
mon to fair

com5 00 06.00

Hogs.
hogs

Good

7.4007.75
Sheep.

.$i.507.26

Lambs
Kvvew

,

Yearlings

4.0004.70

.

.

5.3605.06

.

Wethers
Feeder lambs, F.P.R.
Feeder ewes, F. P. R.
Breeding ewes

4.7505.25
.6.2506.85
3.8003.90

.
.

0 5.00

4.50

.

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton . .11 .50012.50
Nebraska upland, per ton 9 .00010.00
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton 9 00010.00
Timothy, per ton
14 .00015.00
7. 000 8.00
Alfalfa, per ton
13.00
South Park, choice, per ton
10
San Luis Valley, per ton.. .00011.0
11.
Gunnison Valley, per ton..
00012.00
. . 3 500 4.00
Straw, per ton
Qraln.
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs. '..1.32
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
1.25
1.65
Idaho oats, sacked

Nebraska oats, sacked
Corn chop, sack
Corn in sack . .
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs

1.60
1.58
1.57
1.10

Flour.

Standard Colorado, net

$2. 3a

Dressed Poultry.
Commission.
Less 10
19
Turkeys, fancy D. P
Turkeys, old Toms
Turkeys, choice
,.
Hens, large
9
Hens, small
17
Broilers
Springs
Ducks
Geese

12
11

Roosters

9

.!

Live Poultry.
Commission.
io
IS
Hons, fancy
10
Hens, small
i

Broilers
Springs
Roosters
Turkeys.

Ducks.
Ducks
Geese

21
14
14
16

fi10
018

16

014

012
010

.est

16
12
6

or over

10-l-

oung

14
11

017

13
7

....16 018

13

12
9
9

.

10

10

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1, net, F.

Denver

O. B.

28

Eggs, graded, No. S, net. F.

Denver

O. B.

17

Rggs, ease count, less com- . . .5.7006.20
mission

Butter.
Klgln

Creameries, ex. Cola, lb. ..29
29
Creameries, ex. Bast, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. ..26
25
Process
Pscklng stock
.

2
30

030
026

26

21ft

Fruit.
Apples. Colo., new, box
Cantaloupes, Colo., crate
Peaches. Colo., box
Pears, Colo
Watermelons, Colo., cwt.
Vegetables.
Celery, doz., Colo
Cabbage, Colo., cwt,
lAttuce head, Colo., doz.
Onions, cwt, Colo
Potstoes, Colo

....

MISCELLANEOUS
St.

1.0001.76

..1.25 01.76
60

.76

1.502.0O
50

.200
.500
.25

1.00

.10
.76
.50

.9001.00

.900 L30

MARKETS.

Lesd and Spelter.
Louis.
Lead. $3.4203.30;

spelter.

$4.75.

Butter snd Poultry Prices st Chicago.
Creamery, 240
Chicago
Butter
ISttc.
Potatoes Michigan and Wisconsin,
40050c; Minnesota and Dakota, 46
60c.
Poultry-Sprin-

14c;

gs,

fowls,

14

14ttc
Vtock Quotations.
Hogxe Heavy, $7.$0
pigs. $6.75
$7.4007.66;

Omshi Uve
South Uniaha
7.40; light,

07.26; bulk. $7.357.40.
Cattle- - Native alters, $7.76010.60;
West00 ws and heifers, $6.7507.25;
ers steers, $6.00 0 8.50; Texas steers,
$5.8607.15; cows and heifers, $5.300
oalves. $8.00010.25.
Yearlings, $5.5006.00;
Sbeop
wethers. $6.00 0 5.50; lambs. $7.00

7.00;

T.eO,,

New York

centrifugal.

f Sugar.
Molasses, $4.11,

sonar
$4.7$.

CIMARRON NEWS
FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS
EPITOMIZED
FROM

TELEGRAPHIC
THAT COVER THE

REPORT

WEIK'I

VENT.

OF MOST

INTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.
Westsre

Ntr-ap-

N't lrT tss.

IMM
WESTERN.

Prof. Richard Mayer of Berlin university, the well known historian, died
at Berlin
Mrs. Winston Spencer Churchill,
wife of the first lord of the admiralty,
amve birth to a daughter In l.
Ion
Seven trains bringing refugees from
Antwerp arrived In London and were
met by representatives of the wat

FORESTS BRING

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

SUM . GOES DIRECT TO COMMON
SCHOOL FUND.

PEOPLE

Western Nstrspspsr Vnlon
Ssrvlcs
DATKI POR COMI If Q I VI NTs
4
Htntp Federation 'of WomOct.

Amount
In
-

refugees committee.
ock and Troducts
The government'gave notice that the Nov
fltnte Teachers'
atlitK
A
Su
Albuquerque
collection duties on corn, flour and
vegetarentering Austria had been
Denting expects free msil delivery
te pon
suspended.
soon.
Visco
Acbeson, a lieutenant In
F.lectiic rstes In m Vegas htve
the Co
tream guards, Is among
those named in the list of wounded been reduced.
Rosweil'a school cansns shows 2,300
made public in London.
There was a rumor In London that children of school age.
The Alamogordo fire department has
the Kaiser had offered as a reward
to the first man to enter Antwerp the a new auto fire truck.
Demlng's first rural free delivery
decoration of the Iron cross and II,- 000 In money.
route Is In operation.
Pupils of the Tolar High school hsve
Cardinal Dominic Ferrate, papal
ry of state, died at Rome. The organixed an athletic club.
Immediate cause of the death of CarTaxes In Chaves county will be
dinal Ferrata was peritonitis, an out- lower this year than In 1914.
come of his protracted Illness.
A class of twenty took the Scottish
A dispatch to the Reuter Telegram Rite degrees In Masonry at Han ta Fe.
( ompsny from The Hague says that
During State Fair week fourteen
the second chamber has approved
conventions were held In Albuquerque.
credit of fifty million florins ($10,000,- Ell Caldwell, a resident of Las
0001 to cover the expenses of mobilisaVegas for over thirty years. Is dead.
tion.
The Deaf and Dumb Institute at
Dispatches from Berlin deny the
charge of the Belgian government Santa Fe has an enrollment of forty.
Two new church buildings are so
that the populace of Brussels has bean
reduced to a state of famine by the ing up In Capitán Csthollc and BapGermans who have commandeered all tist
Judge O. U. McCrary has received
the food supplies.
Ths French authorities have seised his commission as postmaster at Arfood supplies valued at between $1.- tes la.
500,000 and lt.000.000 which had been
The Baton Cattle Company of Sodeposited on the docks at Havre by corro has been Incorporated with
German firm. The action was takcapital.
en to prevent the supplies being sent
Roawell has formed a sportsmen's
abroad.
association to enforce the federal and
According to reports received at the state game laws.
Vatican, more than fiS.000 ecclesiastic
Rich strikes are reported from the
are now serving In different capacities new mining camp three miles south
with the armies In the field, especially of Lordsburg.
with the Belgian, French and Austrian
Farmlngton has shipped three cars
forces.
Most of these clergymeo are
of honey this season. The price averengaged In hospital work.
aged about 12.76 par case.
F. C. Selous, the English big game
It is reported at Santa Fé that the
hunter. Is Inclined to scout the federal grand jury
found three indictcharges made by the warring Euro ments in
white slave cases.
pean powers that each Is using the
One hundred and ten babies were
dum-durbullet. Ragged wounds that
have been Inflicted, he believes, were entered In the Better Baby contest at
done by the
bullets turn the State Fair at Albuquerque.
The new Santa Fe Employés' Hosing sldewise.
pital at Clovis has been opened.
It
cost, with equipment, over 1100,000.
3PORT.
Frederick C. Snyder has been apAviator Lincoln Beachev made three pointed superintendent of the U. 8.
successful flights at Grand Junction, Industrial Indian School at Santa Fé.
Colo.
He was in the air fifty minutes
Pablo Gallegos
of Pojoaque exand looped the loop five times.
hibited a
watermelon In
With a whirlwind attack that d sa- Santa Fé which he raised on bis farm.
iled their heavier opponents, the UniThe Santa Fé Red Cross has started
versity of Minnesota at. Minneapolis a fund for the relief of European war
defeated the State College of Amea, sufferers, and has $200 in the treasury.
Iowa, 2fi to 0.
The State Pub'.lshlng Company has
In what is said to be the first fatal
been incorporated at Santa Fé, to
accident of Its kind on record, Al publish a new weekly paper at the
pnonse nuco, a mechanician, was capital.
killed on the Cicero flying field at Chi
It Is claimed that ::.n Indians were
cago by being run over by an aero
in attendance at the Shlprock Indian
plane.
fair, which was the moat successful
The University of Wisconsin foot ever
held.
ball team, aided by Mucks, the 260-Attorney General Clancy has ren
pounder from Oshkosh, had a walk
away against the lighter Marquette dered a decision that prizes given at
University team at Madison, with s card parties constitutes a violation of
the statutes.
score of 4S to 0.
The Karajule Sheep Company
of
In u pitcher's battle, with a dramatic
climax usually reserved for baseball RoBwell has sold 100 thoroughbred
fiction, the Boston Nationals defeated sheep of that breed for shipment to
the Philadelphia Americans at Phila Nova Scotia.
delphia Saturday In the second game
Nine acres of potatoes in the Mo
of the world's series, by s score of reno valley, near Cimarron, wll) run
1 to 0.
15,000 pounds per acre, a new record
A dispatch to the Exchange Telefor that locality.
graph Company from Paris says that
For reckless driving, while In an
through the capsizing of an aeroplane intoxicated condition, of an automo
In which they were making a recon- bile at Silver City, M. J. Roaebore
naissance, Lleuteuant Noel and a pas- was fined $74.75.
senger named Emmer lost their Uvea.
The late school census In Lineoln
They were flying at an altitude of
4,000 feet when the machine, for some county for the first time shows a preover
unknown reason, turned turtle and fell. ponderance of
Another aviator, Gartex, holder of
Francisco Parra was sentenced by
many world's aviation records, has
been taken prisoner and Is now In Judge Neblett at Santa Fé to from
fifty to one hundred years In the pen
Berlin.
Itentlary for murder
Two hundred and nlnety-alacres
GENERAL.
planted In cantaloupes and a total of
t
cars shipped Is the record
The Baltimore
Ohio Railroad
Company intends to 'rsue s blanket for the season just closed at Fort
mortgage covering all existing Issues Sumner.
of bonds, and providing for refunding
The Wildcat Leasing Company propurposes. The amount of the mort- poses to build a transmission line for
gage probably will not exceed
light and power from White Oaks to
Carrlzozo, and material has been orThe British consul general in New dered.
York declined a present of several
One of the biggest features of the
dosen white handkerchiefs for the use coming State Llveetock and Products
of the soldiers st the front. "Ths Exposition at Roswell will be the big
British soldiers are not sllowed to atreet parade. This will occur on ths
carry white han kerchiefs." he asid. second day of the fair. Oct. 20.
An enemy seeing them might mistake
Hugo Behan, an electrician In the
them for a signal of truce or surren- employ of the Chino Copper Company,
der."
was shot and Instantly killed on the
The Columbia University gymna- upper Olla river, thirty miles north of
sium building In New York, a two Silver City, by a party who mistook
story brown stone structure, 76 by 173 him for a deer.
reel, designed by lbs lste Stanford
Vance
Brothers, near Melrose,
White and built twelve years sgo, was threshed close to 5(1,000 bushels of
water-soakea di i red
ruin, with all wheat.
Other farmers siso report
but the walls and the electric power large yields, which will make the outplant In the basement destroyed by put of that section close to 125,000
firs.
bushels for this season.
The will of Mrs. Emilio Huber,
The numerous fairs held in the state
widow of Otto Huber, a New York this fall Is strong evidence of the
broker, disposing of $.000,000, will be great prosperity that has attended on
contested by two of her grsndsons, the efforts of all Interested In Its dl
Louis d'Ksterre of Brooklyn and Will verse resources.
lam H. d'Esterre of Encampment,
The SUte Board of Equalization has
Wyo. Objections have been filed In given out its report concerning the
their behalf In the Surrogate's Court. valuation of the atate subject to taxav
Brooklyn.
Hon. The total Is $89,203,939, as com
George Morton Ijavy. counsel for pared with $91,746,709 last year.
Matilda Wilson
Mrs. Florence Cunkltn Caiinan, said in
has brought salt
New York that her defense against the against the city of Albuquerque for
charge of slaying Mrs Louisa Bailey $2,000 damages she claims to bare
sustained by falling into an excavaat rreeport will be that a man
tion not protected by a light.
mltted ths murder.
.

Five persons were killed and twenty
Injured In a tornado which swept a
path eighteen miles wide through Wll
on and Neosho counties In Kansas.
The Supreme Court of Montana held1
at Helena that the national guard of
Montana, now maintaining martial law
to Butte, ha no right to punish for
Insurrection or other violations of the
law.
Jose Bonales Sandoval, court mar
tlaled and executed at Jlmlnet, Méx.,
several days ago, was put to death
because of his alleged Implications In
the killing of Gustavo Madero In Mexico City.

Resolutions asking for immediate
changes In the federal laws governing
Indian reservations were adopted at
the fourth annual conference of the
Society of American Indians at Madl
on, Wis

Trooper Wilson of the Tenth United
States cavalry, wounded by a Mexican bullet fired across the line during
an attack on Naco, Sonora, died at
Fort Huachuca. Wilson was shot In
the breast.
Louis Silverman and Samuel
were arrested at Han Francisco
by operatives of a private detective
agency charged with procuring goods
valued at $20.000 from Eastern manufacturing concerns by fraud.
Karl Hamilton, pitcher for the St.
Louis Americans, and five girls were
seriously Injured several of the girls
probably fatally In an automobile accident on the Bast St. Louis, 111., side
of the Fads bridge at St. Louis.
Mr. snd Mrs. Victor E. Innes of Eugene were jointly Indicted by the
grand jury at San Antonio, Tex., on
charges of murdering Mrs. Elols
Nelms Dennis, Miss Beatrice Nelms of
Atlanta, Qa., of conspiring to murder
them.
Ranker from all parts of the West
and Southwest left Chicago on a special train for Richmond, Va., to attend
the American Bankers' Association
convention. Arthur Reynolds of lies
Moines. Iowa, president of the association, said bankers throughout the
I West were optimistic.
Miss Dora Keen of Philadelphia,
w idely known as a mountain climber,
returned on the steamship Admiral
"Watsohn to Seattle from Valdez.
Alasks, where she went early In August to explore the glaciers and fiord
at the head of Prince William sound.
Miss Keen left later for her home in
Philadelphia.
Vis-ha-

WASHINGTON.
The president nominated B. F. Hudspeth to be postmaster at Chico, Cal.
The president named the following
New Mexico postmasters:
L.
R.
Hughes, Alamogordo; Bliss Freeman.

Ub

Cruces.
The administration Alaskan coal
land leaning bill was returned to the
conference committee of the two
bouses by the Senate,
The emergency wsr tax bill was
innde the unfinished business of the
senate, to be pressed continuously until passed. Senate leaders expressed
the belief thst the measure would be
passed soon.
Debate on the administration war
revenue bill was opened formttfly by
senator Simmons, chairman of the
finance committee. Senator Simmons

explained the measure In detail and
urged Its early passage.
Vice President Marshall and Senator Overman, chairman of the rules
.committee, had a war of words In tho
ASeuate over the use of the Senate
chamber to take-- moving pictures of
the President and a number of sen
stors.
Ambassador
Morgentbau, at Constantinople, has appealod to the State
Department for additional funda for
the relief of Americans In the Ottoman empire The recent deposit by
this government of 1150,000 has been
found Inadequate.

Secretary Lane of the Interior ,and
bead of the New York
bunking company of Morgan and Company, will discuss Alaskan financial
matters, with particular reference to
the proposed government railroad In
Alaska.
Conditions In the exchange dealings
between the United 8ta.es and Bng
land and the situation in the cotton
markets of the world will be discussed
at a conference between Secretary of
the Treasury MoAdoo and Sir George
Paish and Basil Blackett, represent
Ing the British ohancellor of the
and the British treasury.
Senator Hank head of Alabama proposed In the senate that the Southern
states Issue bonds, buy hslf of each
farmer's cotton at 10 cents a pound
and carry It until the market becoi

J. Plerpont.

norms).

seo-ret- a

$20,-00-

a

steel-jackete-

fifty-poun-

English-American-

s

Spanish-American-

x

fifty-eigh-

1600,-000,00-

$9,890

0
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Derived From Timber Sales
School Lands In Natlonsl
Forests In Nsw Mexico.

Wsstsra Ntw.p.psr fnlon Nsws Rsi

vl.

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

t

Santa Fe. Uncle Sam enriched the
state treasury with $43,634 93, this
sum being received In the shape of a
treasury warrant, as New Mexico's
share of the national forest Income
Tbe sum of $9,190.94 went direct Into
the common school fund, being derived from timber ssles on school Isnd
sections wltbln the national forests in
New Mexico. The remaining $33,743.89
was distributed among the various
counties In proportion to the area of
national forests within their boundf
aries.
of this will go lato
f
the county school fund and
Into the road fund, except In the cases
of Socorro and Grsnt counties, whose
good rosds proportion goes into ths
state road fund as per agreement.
Tbe sums derivad from each national forest are as follows:
Gila. $7.
One-hal-

one-hal-

Datll, $6.936.84; Carson, $:..
Pecos, $4.614.97: Zuni.
22, Alamo, $1,919.00; Jemes,
Manzano,
Lincoln, $1,326.46;
$1.110.79; Chlricabua, $368.62 Tbe tor
eat income i Increasing right along.
Bernalillo county receives $22.71
from the above sura, but Socorro
leads with $7,989.11. Rio Arriba being
second with $5,462.42 and Grant third
Eddy gets only $44.71
with $4,473.93.
and then comes Colfax with $48.41.
Chaves $142.20, Mora $666.34, Tor
121.50;

$626.90;

$3.-91- 9

ranee $6X7 99, Sandoval $760.21, Santa
Fe $863.3, Lincoln $1.128.54, Valencia
$1.211.16.
Sierra $1,263 50, Otero

Always Bought

3 PtR CENT
AVrtfrtable Preparation for As
Mmilfllirrg the Food and He uta
img rh Siossox tr? and Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

R

Promotes DigesKon.Cheerful-nesand Rest Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

Not Narc

I

Bears the

otic

Pi.

nail i m
Atx

.(,

4m m

we
r'nBPrVWtsV

-
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(

JiMmmliSMn
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A perfect Remedy for Constipa
lion Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and
OF SLEEP
.

Loss

Facsimile

Signature of

tai

8

114

Sept. 1 forecast. 114
Final, 113
WHEAT
Preliminary estimate.
Final. 1 3
OATS
Preliminary estimula.

Final,

1113

POTATi IBS
Oct. 1 forecast.

Sept.

1

forecast

1914
1914

forecast.

1(14

Final.!!
a press

Oct.

Sept.

1

1914
1914

NEW YORK

Final. If II
ALFALFA HRED
Production,
of full
of full
Production
. EtyjA í e
of full
Production.
Production.
of full
ONIONS- - of full
Production.
Production,
of full
'

888.000
HO0.0OO

50,0011

Tons.
510.000
JH.000

For Over

CASTORIA

Guaranteed under the Foodaaj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Go to Jerusalem to Die.
That Jewish Immigrants have so
well adapted themselves to local conditions in Jerusalem as to "practically
monopolise a greater part of such
trade as exists" Is stated in a consular
Bushels. report on Jerusalem. It Is Impossible
l.SSO.Oiifl
x.4.Oon to give an exact estimate of the popu1.57I.OOO
lation of Jerusalem, and although It Is
...1.790.000 believed that It figures at 110,000,
1,121.000 95.000 might perhaps be a mora cor...1.840.000 rect estimate. It is, roughly speck1.500.000 ing, composed of 13,000 Christians,
1,100,000 12.000 Mohammedans and 70,000 Jews,
1.101.000 many of whom are Immigrants from
612.000

forecast 114
Final, 113
HAT
Preliminary estimate. 114 ....
1

Use

Thirty Yeers

Tin: Centaur Company.

An

October Crop Report.
Santa Fe. The bureau of crop statistics furnishes the following estimate as of Oct. 1, on New Mexico
CORN
Oct. 1 forecast.

tr

IéJF

sou Dtsixvsimtws

av

Taos $2,204.08. San Miguel
McKinley $2.614.90.

crops.

j

Signature X.X
of

s

enough."

The average woman likes to talk
about her neighbors almost as well aa
the average man likes to talk about
himself.

What a Cold Can Do

Russia.
It Is remarked that in spite of the
emigration of many Jews to escape
military service there has still been
a marked Increase In this section of
the population on account of the continuous influx of aged Jews, who come
with the Intention of ending their

crop, 114.... 71
crop. 111....
crop. 1914....
crop. 111.. . 10 days In Palestine.
crop. 1914.... 5
crop. 11
.13 ECZEMA BLOTCHES

ON

Exacting Leadership.

"I don't see why you should regard
me as an enemy," said Sanator Sorghum.
"I have frequently shouted
'Votes for women.' "
"Yes," replied the resolute proper
gandist: "but you didn't shout loud

Many a fatal
Of kldMT dlft
from a aim pi cold or chill OonaeeUon clof
and wt'ekaneihe ktdora I'rlo poiaooa collect,
damnga ibj kldnars and rauta buckarha,
pain, haadaenr-- and nrtnarr dlaordar.
Whan dotjtorlhg a cold, think of tbe ktdnera.
t)nh ont the pulwtn
atar fraalr ti brio
KLok Doaoa
ttldner pm to rallara oonaea-noof the kldnera, gira up a bearr meat diet
and take plañir of rett. Nature wlil aaaltt la
the cara Itoaa Ktdnef Ptltt are used vlth
necean and ara unbUulr reooumended all over
UM9.Tm.ved world.

FACE

A Colorado

Case

T. Branding,
"Iran
fit
Jobnaon
rV.aflTaNl
Trinidad. Colo,, my-"ttery"
waa ilck abad for
three montha with
rhaumatlc palna, ao
helplrae I had to be
few. Whan I got up
I
walked
with
crutchea and after
that I waa In pain
I ra oat
ro riera, n jr.
My back waa In awful ahape and nothing In the way of
doctora'
medicine
helped nu When I
heard
Doan'a
of
Kidney ru a I triad
them and they not
only rid ma of the
pain, but took away tha terrible hi doey
weaknea. I have been In good health
el nee "

John

140

Smith Honored by Odd Fellows.
Albuquerque. "Officers were elected
by the Orand Ixdge of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
There
was a large attendance of delegates.
Grand Master T. M. Ellwood presided.
The election resulted ss follows:
Grsnd master, ('. Hurt Smith of No.

Newport, Ore. "I was troubled with
pimples all my life. They were the
kind that came under the skin In big
red blotches. I was kept awake nlgbt
after night with the Itching and burning. My face waa pitted. Eczema also
affected different parts of my body
and I would scratch till the skin was
11, Artesla; deputy grand master, all raw and sore.
Victor L. Mlnter of Eddy Lodge No.
"No external treatment did me any
21, Carlsbad;
grand warden, J. R. good till I tried Cutlcura Soap and
Whltesldes of Harmony lodge No. 1, Ointment. Tho Ointment relieved tho
Albuquerque: grand secretary, N. B. itching the moment It was applied. I
Stevens of No. 1, Albuquerque; grand used the Soap and Ointment steadily
treasurer, J. I. Sloane of No. 8, Baton: for three months and they healed me."
CM Doan'a at Any Srora. SOc a Bos
representative to the sovereign grand (Signed) Mrs. H A. Toser, June 6, '14.
lodge. T M. El wood or No. 4, .as VeCutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
rOSTUUMLBURN CO, BUFFALO. It Y.
gas; member board of trustees, Frank throughout the world. Sample of each
Taluiadge, Jr.. of No. 3, Hagerman.
.
Skin Book Address post
free. with
sard "Cutlcura, Dept L, Br ton." Adv.
Convict Pardoned.
Most Improper.
Santa Fa. Madison 11. Price, a condoctors say that
vict sent up from Lincoln county for It "Miss Kllbblt, the person
a
will hold
perjury In June, 1910. was pardoned
Why You're Tired-- C Í" t of Sorts
something It will help him to over- That's
and restored to citizenship, having come
Have No Appetite.
feeling."
that
served more than the minimum sen"Perhaps the doctors are right. Mr. CARTER'S LITTLE. anasar i"
tence Imposed upon him.
Flubblns. but I cannot permit you to LIVER PILLS
overcome your
by will put you rii iht .JBBBaaWUflllltKS
Three Oplniort Rendered.
holding me, so please don't attempt in a few days
They do.
Santa Fe. Attorney General Frank It again."
IIVER
their duty.
pills.
W, Claucey gave several oplulons, one
aaii
CureCon-i
of them dealing wlih the action of tbe
Matches are made In heaven; that stipation.
state board of equalization In calling Is, those that are not made In ham Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
the attention of assessors to the omls mocks.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICl
slon of assessments of mortgages or
Genuine must bear Signature
money
loaned,
and directcredits for
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
ing them to ascertain the existence Ban Blue. Mnkes beautiful white clothes.
and amount of this class of property At all good grocers. Adv.
and put It on the tax rolls
It's the ups and downs of llfo that
wear out some men. and all umGRANULATED
Maxlcsn General Indicted for Perjury. brellas.
ITCHING LIDS
Sala-xaIV
General Jose Inez
Santa
whose habeas corpus proceedings
a
ss
s
i
ii
in the Federal Court here recently
I
m
eI S I I SIi i.OB
ep ,
failed to secure his liberty, was Inis tha canal of lifa hut it tuuvmas
dicted by the United States grand jury
ewer if clogged up. All life consists of building- - up and tearing
on the charges of perjury, in connecdown and just in the same manner that the blood carries to the
tion with bis testimony In the habeas
, various parts of the body the food that the cells need for building
corpus bearing.
up. ao it is compelled to carry away the waste material that's torn
down. These waste materials ara poisonous and destroy us unless
liver and kidney are stimulated Into refreshed and vigoróos life.
tbe
$4.000 Claims Ordered Paid.
Santa Fe. Before leaving for Albuquerque U. 8. District Judge William
is the balancing power a vitalising power. It acts on the stomach
H. Pope signed an order requiring the
and organs of digestion and nutrition on the purifying filters which
Victoria Mining and Smelting Com
clean the blood. Thus fresh vitalised blood feeds the nerves, heart
pany to pay certain claims held
ana Dram. 1 bis well known alterative relieves catarrh of the stomach sad
against It aggregatlug about $4,000;
neanacoca accompanying same, sad has been aucceeaful for more tasa a
n
as a tonic and body builder. It builds op Out rundown system. Yea
otherwise tbe property will be sold.
aesd I If you are always Moai
a- have catarrh of the boss sad
eold"
throat.
The activa medicinal
a
ase
at
Not Guilty of Murder.
ahaaiai this
extracted without alcohol and von
In
tonic
liquid or tabic . form al any drug store or
Silver City. After being out an
ow cenia m
sum pa lor trial Dos nf tsrma
hour aud a half the Jury In the case of
vs.
West,
charged
Augustus
the Stats
mailing mnj
with tbe murdar of George C. King, a
Grant county ranchman, In July last,
returned a verdict of guilty of murder
In the second degree. Mrs. Issbsl
lotus
lunar raranrit
Csttsr's Siestas Mis. Lo
King, widow of the murdersd man,
agajaaaaMr a SuaapaMa
artesa, ffjsh. nUaUs: pesfsnsd b.
aerea varee eea.ee feTaUtetee
swcasMe arasass mar
who was Jointly Indicted with West,
tjsl stars slksr tssaleei
but who waa acquitted on instructions
:
wag
court,
la
the court
not
of the
stasUsa rats 4
room, nor did she visit Wsst In the
Jail after da was returned 'bar.
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Messrs. Bass and Harbert moH. R. Mills was a Raton visitor
tored to E'town the first of the
the first of the week.
week on a combined business and
pleasure trip.
ohn Gallagher and John Sharp
went to the county seat Tuesday.
The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
Meals at all hours aré served at
are YOU, not the other fellow, doWeber's Restaurant and Bakery.

SUPPLY
COMPANY

ing for it?

Weber's Bakery

Cieo. H. Webster, Jr., was a
Tom Graney and several others
Raton business visitor the first of of E'town returned Tuesday from
the week.
Springer where they attended to
business matters.
First class beds at the Antlers
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c and
Mrs. Robbins departed the lat$1.00.
ter part of the week tor points in
Kansas for an extended visit with
and relatives.
friends
for
coal,
most
Swastika
the
heat
vour money, sold by J. W.
Monday night the mercury was
nuite low and a thin coatintr of ice
W. A. Merrill of Raton was a covered water filled vessels. This
combined social and business vis is the first cold period this fall.
itor in Cimarron, Monday.
Stanley Chase shipped two cars
Dr. A. R. Streicher of Raton was of yearling steers to Denver, Mon
looking after his farming interests day, where they were purchased by
a commission firm.
.south of Cimarron, Thursday.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

Remember your friends and send
Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's them post card views of the Cimar
ron Canon. Sold at the leading
Restaurant and Bakery.
stores at a for 5 cents.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

in

WagoM
Buggies

Harness and Saddle
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

on your wants

California.

Mr. and. Mrs. H. G.
Pearl Riggan is confined to her
depart Saturday for Albubed with an attack of tonsilitis.
querque where Mr. Frankenburger
Maude Scott is substituting in her
will attend the Grand Lodge of the
position as night operator at the
Masonic order. They will be ablocal telephone exchange.
sent several weeks.
Franken-burge-

All Kinds oí Farming Implantáis

Give us a chance to quote you

Mrs. Win. Fanning and son
A. M. Pease departed last week
Karl are visiting with friends at the
tor British Columbia
Thursday
county seat for the week end.
Canada, where he, will spend the
winter. Mrs. Pease who is visit'
R. W. Fulghum returned to the ing her daughter in Arkansas, wil
Roberts mill, Tuesday after a sev- join him soon.

eral months sojourn

WE SELL.

r

Earl Kirk, Chas. Fannfng, Earl
Crocker and Rav Kunard left on
Tuesday for the mountains west of
here where they will be employed
by the Springer ranch to construct
a reservoir, which will be used as
a fishing lake.

in these

lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Standard rfm a ndt 4c t ni

Oil Xamt, mf ihe

Voridl

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, g
"UllIO VVSlllllllHl
Good-a-Lig- ht

1WU3CUC,

as Electric,

I IYC

1 1111CS

as

Uses Less Oil

Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed

J. W. JERLS, Distributor J

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

Jlfr

BIG BATTLES
The big battleship is better nanaged than the little rowboat that upsets on the
pond.

The big corporation is better able to serve the public than the little company

Corned Beef and Cabbage

Hon. Hugh H. Williams

Republican Candidate for
Corporation Commissioner

Get the corned beef in the evening and soak over night to remove surplus salt. 7 a. m. put on to slow boil. When partly
tender cut the head of cabbage into eighths put in with meat
boil until tender. This will make a delicious dish for dinuer.

Your company handles the telephone needs of three million people right here in the

Tariff Comparisons

seven mountain states
It handles over a million telephone messages every dayaof the year

Not Yet Published

The present war in Europe is a war of waste and destruction
bigger battles for peace are being fought right here in tht United States
Battles

for

good-wil- l,

prosperity and fair dealing.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Washington,
Oct.
The
14.
Democratic tariff law has been in
operation eleven months, yat the
comparison between the old and
new tariff schedules has not yet
been printed. The custom of I he
Ways and Means Committee of the
house of representatives has heretofore been to have these comparisons printed almost immediately
after the passage of a new tariff
law. The disastrous results of the
Underwood

law have been so

Home made Mince Meat and
home made Sausage, Fresh
Fish and Oysters, Fancy
Creamery Butter

ap- -

parent however, that the Demo-cratic majority is evidently afraid
to put out a comparison before the
election for fear it will be used
against them.
1

Cimarron Meat Market

